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Abstract  

 

The aim of this thesis is to present the situation of the intravenous drug-users (IDUs) living with HIV 

in Romania, with a focus on Bucharest. The study follows the IDUs experiences from the environment 

they live in, to the day-to-day examples of structural violence they face. The questions followed regard 

the lives of the IDUs in Romania, as well as how they are handled by various authorities and institutions’ 

representatives such as medical staff in hospitals, the national healthcare system, social workers, law 

enforcement representatives and other public servants. The fieldwork was conducted around Bucharest 

through the use of observation while volunteering on outreach with an NGO, and interviews in the form 

of life histories in a hospital, as research methods. The thesis offers a background look at the communist 

and transition periods that influenced everyday life in today’s Romania. I argue that because of the 

stigma attached to them for being part of risk groups, the IDUs face many different forms of structural 

violence. Whether it comes to governmental authorities, law enforcement or medical staff, the IDUs, as 

well as other vulnerable risk group members, are continuously pushed outside of society through 

various measures. This creates a continuous state of isolation from which they cannot remove 

themselves without outsider help. 

 

 

Key words: IDU, homeless, HIV, post-socialist, structural violence, biopolitics, 
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AIDS – acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 

HIV – human immunodeficiency virus 

IDU – injection drug user. The previously employed term, IV (intravenous) drug user, “was 

changed in 1989 to Injection Drug Users – IDUs – to reflect the fact that not all illicit drug 

injection is intravenous” (Page, Singer, 2010, pp. 70-71). 

MSM – men who have sex with men 

NAA – National Anti-Drug Agency 
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Introduction 

Five months after I had finished my fieldwork for this master thesis, I returned to Bucharest 

for the winter holidays in December 2019. Many wanted to meet and chat. And that is how I 

ended up having an unexpected talk with one of the nurses working at the same hospital I had 

spent my summer in.  

Yeah, at the end of the year, some of the doctors had to pay back the hospital for the patients they accepted 

that did not have a medical insurance. So now they’ll accept even fewer patients like these. One had come 

the other day and we couldn’t do anything to him, we were just standing and looking at him, because he 

was not an emergency. 

Within the HIV section of the hospital, some doctors chose to take in cases of people that did 

not have medical insurance, which meant “bad business” for the hospital. They were not 

bringing any money, but rather “making a hole” in the budget. I had heard during my fieldwork 

that the management of the hospital had threatened to make the doctors pay off their own 

salaries for the losses, but I did not know whether it had been true or not. Now, the threat had 

been turned into reality, which meant that doctors might think twice before risking their salaries 

to receive a patient that might leave before their treatment for the opportunistic infections 

would be completed. The situation depicted here illustrates the increasing institutional 

marginalisation of homeless injection drug users that I studied and present in this thesis. 

In most hospitals, if not all, the management is set politically, which means that with every 

party change in the Ministry of Health, managers are changed as well. This is a common 

practice within state institutions, and sometimes it arises as a subject in the news, when capable 

people are replaced by others with no knowledge in the field (Recorder, 2021). 

Subject and field experience 

The current thesis comes as a development of my bachelor’s project, about the stigma present 

in the lives of the children infected with HIV born at the end of the 1980s and the beginning of 

the 1990s – or the first wave of HIV infection – in Romania. This wave was defined by 

nosocomial transmission to children in orphanages and hospitals, through untested blood 
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transfusions and reused needles by unknowing medical staff. As time passed and more 

treatments were discovered and made available, some of the children infected survived the 

virus and grew up.  

A second wave of HIV infected people rose in Romania around 2010, especially among the 

injection drug users (IDUs), after the apparition on the market of new psychedelic substances 

(NPS), also called “legals” due to some of the substances being legal. Unregulated “Dream 

shops” were being opened at almost every street corner in the big cities, selling these kinds of 

substances, which were more addictive, thus raising the injection drug consumption rate, and 

together with it the HIV, Hepatitis C and other infections. At the same time, for many years, 

governmental programs for HIV control and treatment have been poorly planned, which has 

led to many hospitals around the country not having certain medicines required for multiple 

patients or being forced to offer them the necessary medicine only for one week instead of one 

month (Digi24, 2018; Libertatea, 2021). There has been signalled a lack of studies on 

vulnerable groups (prisoners, IDUs, poor people) in the HIV studies in Romania (Rută and 

Cernescu, 2008), which I hope to contribute to with the present study. 

For this master’s thesis, I would like to answer the following main question: “How are 

injection drug users (IDUs) with HIV handled by Romanian authorities and institutions’ 

representatives?”. This subject can be divided into secondary questions such as: “What does it 

mean to be an IDU in Romania?”; “What benefits are IDUs with HIV entitled to?”; “How are 

IDUs affected by the lack of a national ID card?”; “How are IDUs treated in hospitals in 

Romania and how are they handled by the national healthcare insurance system?”; “How are 

IDUs handled by representatives of the law force in Romania (gendarmerie, local police etc.)?”. 

Thus, I would like to use the concept of “structural violence” in order to analyse the relation 

between the IDUs with HIV and the different actors (public servants, social workers, medical 

staff, law enforcement) in Bucharest, Romania, and their experiences navigating the Romanian 

system. For this study, I interviewed 16 respondents, out of which four women, one doctor and 

the director of the NGO I collaborated with. All interviews were taken in the hospital (with the 

exception of the NGO director). At the same time, I observed different groups of people around 

Bucharest, the majority of which were men, reflecting thus the research on the subject (NAA, 

2012; Rută and Cernescu, 2008). These groups were living in different parts of Bucharest, from 

the peripheries to the city centre, either in poor neighbourhoods, squatting in abandoned 

houses, or sleeping on the streets. 

I travelled from Uppsala to Bucharest, Romania, on one of the last days of March 2019, 

knowing I would need some time before I would start with the Master thesis’ fieldwork. I 
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contacted an NGO, specifically the social workers active in a hospital that I was interested in. 

Besides the hospital, they also had an outreach team, that once a week had an activity “on the 

field” (pe teren1), around Bucharest, distributing packages to different vulnerable groups or 

individuals. I set up a meeting with the team operating at the hospital, where we discussed the 

theme of my thesis, and how I wanted to approach the informants, to which one of them told 

me: 

We’d like you to give us a draft of your interview guide, so we can make sure the questions you’ll ask are 

questions that don’t touch a person’s dignity and so on. […] We’re afraid about inflicting more harm to 

the persons we’re working with. They’re already in a vulnerable, marginal situation… (P., social worker). 

I learned as well that, in order to avoid stigmatisation, they had chosen to call those benefiting 

from their services “clients”. That way, they would not be called “patients” or “beneficiaries”, 

which, according to them, would put them on a needing level, but “clients”, which would offer 

them dignity and agency. When I use the term “patients”, I may refer to the same people, but 

within the environment of the hospital. 

Thus, the introductory discussion with them became a starting point for my fieldwork, giving 

me insights regarding possible participants and advice on how to approach them. My fieldwork 

period lasted from the 8th of May until the 29th of July. I was offered a volunteering contract, 

as it was also common with other students from the Sociology and Social Work Faculty of 

Bucharest University, which they would use for Internship purposes. 

The NGO team from the hospital wanted to help me as much as possible, asking in return 

that I share with them the results and the final version of my thesis. It resulted in them 

introducing me to all their activities within the NGO, which tackle different target groups 

around Bucharest. This offered me a rounded image of the vulnerable groups of people and the 

variety of things they are subjected to in Bucharest. 

Methods 

I started with a night shift, a trip on the field with the team, meant for me to acquaint myself to 

some of the clients of the NGO and to make myself seen by the people I wanted to talk to. At 

the same time, I was given the chance to see the environments they were living in. Afterwards, 

we decided that I would come on the following Friday (which became almost every day during 

 
1 In Romanian, the term “in the field” is translated to “pe teren”, which relates both to the fieldwork practice and 

to the physical “field”, the area where the fieldwork is done, therefore the preposition used is “on”. 
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the weeks after, and then sometimes in the weekends instead). I continued to join the team on 

the night shifts on almost every Wednesday night between 8 o’clock in the evening and 4 to 6 

o’clock in the morning, during the three months in which I conducted my fieldwork. At the 

hospital I started attending the Monday after the first in the field experience and then continued 

almost every day, when I would help around the NGO into preparing packages for the patients 

and then join the social workers in the hospital, always with a notebook in my hand, so that I 

could jot down notes when the situation requested – and allowed – it, as well as for the possible 

unexpected available respondent. The Thursdays were usually off, when we all would rest from 

the shift of the Wednesday night, except for one or two support groups organised by the social 

workers, that I managed to attend to.  

Sometimes, other activities interfered, so I started visiting during the weekend, even though 

the other volunteers were not working then, as I had received permission from the Chief Doctor 

to interview the patients. At first with the help of the nurses, and then by myself, I started 

conducting interviews even during weekends. There were no doctor visits then, and the patients 

were confined in that hospital wing, so they were more than happy to talk to someone to pass 

their time. But, before managing to gain their trust for individual interviews, I also experienced 

moments in which I went to the hospital and spent some time acquainting myself to the patients 

and listening to them. One time I also organised an informal support/ focus group, at their 

initiative, in which everyone was sharing experiences and asking questions related to HIV. 

At times, it happened that the patients who agreed to answer my questions could not follow 

through with the plan as soon as they agreed, as they would either need more medical 

assistance, would have withdrawal symptoms or would simply not want to do it immediately.  

One other activity that I participated in was a Summer Camp about Risk Groups and Social 

Support Services, with the theme “The right to non-discrimination”, in which various 

representatives (from human rights lawyers to social shop owners, to project coordinators, to 

sex workers and rehabilitated drug users) talked on different social aspects. One of the themes 

was the situation of the drug users coming from an impoverished neighbourhood in Bucharest 

and the hardship they face once they are in this vicious cycle, augmented by the governmental 

institutions. 

Emerson, Fretz and Shaw (2011) talk about the level of involvement in the field in relation 

to the type of fieldnotes the ethnographer may take, suggesting two types of participation, one 

in which the ethnographer is a detached observer and one in which the ethnographer is 

immersed in the daily life of their subjects: “In practice, most field researchers employ both 
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approaches at different times, sometimes participating without thought about writing up what 

is happening and, at other times, focusing closely on events in order to write about them” (p.22).  

I found myself alternating between the two different approaches, as I was first working 

practically, preparing packages for the patients of the hospital or for the clients of the 

Wednesday nights’ outreach, which would also become a way of learning more about the 

interactions the patients/clients had with the NGO I was involved in or with other organisations 

or institutions. The packages we would make on Wednesdays would consist of insulin needles, 

2.5 ml needles, sterile compresses, sandwiches, tea, medicine and other necessary elements, 

such as clothing or blankets, whereas the hospital packages would, most of the times, consist 

of T-shirts and hygiene products (shower gel, deodorant, toothpaste and toothbrush, razors).  

Since these were recurring activities, I did not mark them down in my notebook, but I did 

record vocal notes after the first experiences or after some processing of events that seemed 

particularly interesting. Whenever I went on the hospital “extension”, I had my notebook with 

me but only after I had made acquaintance with some of the patients there, did I manage to jot 

down some notes of what people were discussing, as I knew more of the contexts. Jottings, as 

they are described by Emerson, Fretz and Shaw, are “a brief written record of events and 

impressions captured in key words and phrases” (2011, p.29). Many times, when 

accompanying the social workers and volunteers from the NGO, I was a mere side observer, 

which meant I was not the one leading the theme of the discussion. Thus, I could, sometimes, 

take some fast, short notes without interrupting the flow of the conversation – but that only in 

the hospital environment, as during the outreach activities there was more practical work to be 

done while also interacting with the clients. 

Doing my observation in the hospital offered me the opportunity to also take notice of the 

interactions between patients and the medical staff, during admission, the stay and discharge. 

Lynn Deitrick, Terry Capuano and Debbie Salas-Lopez (2010) discuss the benefits of having 

practicing anthropologists within hospital environments, and that they can help “ensure that 

the voices of the patients are heard” (p.23). One important aspect they mention is that, to be 

taken into consideration, the anthropologist should be knowledgeable of the medical 

vocabulary, and having a title that is understandable by the medical staff is always helpful: 

“Knowledge of medicine and organisational theory, and ideally, possession of medical 

credentials (RN, MPH) can help ‘legitimize’ the researcher” (2010, p.22). During my time in 

the hospital, I wore a shirt similar to the nurses’ scrubs, together with a badge with my name 

written on it and the title of “Volunteer”, since I was entering the hospital with the help of the 
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NGO team. Everyone there was aware of the work the social workers and other volunteers 

from the NGO were doing, so my presence was accepted quickly in the department. 

Gitte Wind (2008) provides a similar perspective, talking about how she would change 

appearance, according to the group she was with (nurses or patients), in order to fit in: “she 

finds a credible role that gives her the best opportunity for building trust and rapport so that 

she can join in different situations and activities. The question is what kinds of roles are 

available in a hospital setting and what kinds of activities are going on?” (p. 82). This dilemma 

arose within my fieldwork as well, when some of the nurses asked us – both me and the social 

workers – to wear green felt medical robes on top of our clothes, as well as masks. I complied, 

so as to not create conflicts within my place of study, but I noticed some resistance from the 

social workers. When I asked about it, the social workers told me that the masks and medical 

robes would place them on the same level with the medical staff and, consequently, separate 

them from the patients. They wanted to show the patients they were not acting on behalf of the 

hospital, so that any existing relations between medical staff and patients would not affect how 

the patients viewed the social workers. That made me realise that, in order to create a good 

rapport with the IDUs checked in the hospital, my best chance would be to assume the role of 

the student, and not blend in as a volunteer or medical staff associate. Both the hospital and the 

NGO were familiar with practicing students – medicine students or social sciences students 

respectively – and some of the patients had been interviewed previously by other students, so 

they were acquainted with our presence and the purposes of our questions. The nurses would 

continue to ask us to wear something on top of our clothes, so that was when I decided I would 

wear a top from a scrub suit, so that I would not create an improper atmosphere around my 

clothing, but I also wore the Volunteer badge, to separate myself from the medical staff. 

Because I entered the HIV department most of the times with the other social workers, the 

patients started recognising me as the student that would take them for interviews, and some 

even tried to help me by talking to their mates and trying to convince them to talk to me. Thus, 

I gradually found my role within the hospital department and could move through different 

spaces without issues. 

Wind also argues that ethnographic fieldwork in a hospital should be described as 

“negotiated interactive observation” (2008, pp. 84-87), because ethnographers constantly 

define and redefine their role within the hospital and must negotiate their space and permissions 

regarding access and time. I found myself often in this position, because I had to plan my visits 

around the doctors’ visits and appointments with the patients, as well as having to figure out 

where I could sit alone with those I was interviewing, without being interrupted by others. As 
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Wind summarizes, the negotiated interactive observation is defined by “what happens when 

you are doing fieldwork without at the same time assuming that you become one of ‘them’” 

(2008, p.87). Considering the nature of my study, an immersive “participant observation” was 

not exactly possible, as the only times I could “participate” were the times when I was 

volunteering with the NGO and seeing the IDUs from the social workers’ perspective.  

I mostly based my data collection on interviews and observation, having the hospital as a fit 

environment for interviewing patients and the Wednesday nights as opportunities for observing 

people in their familiar environments, in different contexts, moments and situations, as they 

could, complementarily, present a better picture of the situation. I took a total of 16 interviews, 

including one with one of the doctors and one with the director of the NGO I worked with. 

Most of my interviews were centred around the respondents’ lives, starting with the time and 

place of birth, and continuing through their lives to the point where they started using drugs 

and to when they found out they were HIV positive and how that influenced their lives to the 

day.  

Charlotte Davies presents the progress in time of the method of life histories, as they were 

usually mostly used for providing insights into different ways of life, thought to be 

disappearing, or “into life ways that are regarded as deviant and hence not generally familiar” 

(Davies, 2008, p.205): but there are more uses of the life history than the two mentioned. In 

this thesis, life histories can be used as well to show the effects of structural violence on 

individuals, as tracing one’s life from where they were born and childhood all through 

adulthood can show the effects of being born and growing in a specific environment. For 

example, Roma children born in the poorest neighbourhood in Bucharest, in families where 

drug use is a common aspect of their lives, can end up, consequently, on the streets or in 

orphanages, begging, or themselves using drugs as a coping technique (Vice, 2015). Davies 

then discusses interviewing as the most common way of collecting the life histories, and they 

can be translated into a series of interviews during a longer period of time (Davies, 2008, 

p.205). Davies also adds that “In many ethnographic studies, shorter and more focused life 

histories are sought from a larger number of individuals; in such studies the same methods may 

be used but clearly less time is spent with each individual and interviews are more directed 

towards specific aspects of their lives of particular interest to the study” (Davies, 2008, p.206). 

As I did not have much time in the field, and my respondents were not always easy to find or 

to retrace, I focused more on the events of recent years, but I always gathered information 

starting with their childhood. The limitations were usually given by the nature of the hospital, 

as the patients would be seen by doctors, would have a set meal schedule or would not always 
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feel well. Therefore, the negotiation in and of the fieldwork, which Wind mentions, would be 

very important going forward. The rapport with the respondents built during the interviews was 

not always as wished, or at least not with many of those I interacted with, because often I would 

only see them one to three days in the hospital, before they would check out and we would not 

have any further contact. With others, however, I seemed to connect, receiving emotional 

responses during interviews, and in other cases through repeated encounters, either in the 

hospital or during the Wednesdays’ outreach, and we would build better rapports.  

When analysing the interviews, I followed the underlying aspects of the discussions, keeping 

in mind what Davies says about the informants, and about what is the perceived audience for 

their life stories, if it is the ethnographer herself, and if yes, how is she perceived, or if it is an 

imagined wider audience, which would transform the life story from reflective to self-

justifying: “Are informants using the occasion to try to understand their lives themselves? Or 

are they really talking to a parent or partner? In many cases, individuals will alternate among 

several imagined audiences depending on topic” (Davies, 2008, p.206). 

Another important aspect of the life histories is that they can become representative for other 

members of the same category. Davies says how an individual life history cannot be 

representative for others in its entirety, as every life experience is unique, but different life 

themes from one person’s or another’s life can be generalised to the other members of the same 

social category, “and hence provide empirically generalizable knowledge” (Davies, 2008, 

p.207). Therefore, I believe that the interviews I took can very well be representative on a larger 

scale for other IDUs with HIV living in Bucharest.  

Doing ethnography at home 

Returning to my hometown for fieldwork after eight months of living in Sweden was an 

unexpected experience. The term “home” had developed new meanings, and I started to sense 

a loss of connection with the place I was born and raised in: “Ours is a century of uprootedness. 

All over the world, fewer and fewer people live out their lives in the place where they were 

born” (Jackson, 1995). At the same time, through this project, I started to become acquainted 

with my hometown from a different perspective. I learned to pay attention to aspects that I 

would have ignored before my fieldwork, to people that I would have avoided. I rediscovered 

the city and its inhabitants, encompassing new aspects that I had not been aware of in the 20 

years of life in Bucharest. Suddenly, my personal life and my academic role were intertwined.  

Another aspect that I did not take into consideration was that of “doing ethnography at 

home”. I thought that being brought up in the same place as my respondents would mean a 
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connection with them. But I soon learned there are more differences than similarities, and that 

the “native” student researcher can be seen as “other” through class (Lal, 1996) and education 

privileges (Sultana, 2007): “Doing research at ‘home’ also brings in different dynamics, in 

terms of concerns of insider-outsider and politics of representation, across other axes of social 

differentiation beyond commonality in nationality or ethnicity” (Sultana, 2007). Thus, as 

Sultana mentions, I felt more distant than close to my respondents through the environment 

that I grew up in, from friends’ groups to educational and financial possibilities. In the given 

context of the thesis, it was also impossible for me to be near my respondents in the same 

environment, meaning that I would meet them mostly in the controlled setting of the hospital, 

thus my fieldwork becoming a non-participant observation (Lal, 1996).  

All my friends and family wanted to meet me, after eight months of living abroad. No matter 

how much I wanted to keep the news of my return from spreading, and how much I wanted to 

start my fieldwork, it was not possible. April was a problematic month not only because I was 

trying to access the field, but also because Easter was being celebrated all around the country, 

and in 2019 it was also linked to the 1st of May, the Workers’ Day, another national holiday. 

Then, of course, being in a familiar environment, I had social duties to my family and friends. 

For this reason, the entire time of my staying in Bucharest (four months) was not dedicated 

solely to the field, which meant I did not attend the hospital in a regular manner but attended 

in different contexts and managed to see specific situations that I would not have by being 

present only during specifically given weekdays.  

Ethics 

Before heading to the field, I ensured that I was knowledgeable of the ethical requirements, 

which I then had as conduct guidelines during my fieldwork, according to the American 

Anthropological Association ethics statement (2012), as well as the ASA Ethical Guidelines 

(2011). These requirements are: (1) Do no harm, (2) Be open and honest regarding your work, 

(3) Obtain informed consent and necessary permissions, (4) Weigh competing ethical 

obligations due collaborators and affected parties, (5) Make your results accessible, (6) Protect 

and preserve your records, and (7) Maintain respectful and ethical professional relationships.  

Probably the most important requirement in the present thesis is the following: 

“Anthropologists must be sensitive to the power differentials, constraints, interests and 

expectations characteristic of all relationships” (AAA, 2012). Considering the studied group of 

my project, I tried always to keep in mind the specific relations between me and my 
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respondents, and to not create any unclear situations in which my respondents would feel 

obligated to answer my questions. Moreover, within my interviews, through my questions, but 

also through my presence and activity with the NGO on the streets and in the hospital, I tried 

as much as possible to minimize the possible harm I could cause to the informants: “Among 

the most serious harms that anthropologists should seek to avoid are harm to dignity, and to 

bodily and material well-being, especially when research is conducted among vulnerable 

populations” (AAA, 2012). 

Therefore, before every interview I explained why I was there and what the purpose of my 

project was and I negotiated consent, asking my interviewees for permission to use the 

information given, mentioning every time that if they felt that there was a question they did not 

want to answer, they were not obligated to do so. I was careful every time to not put my 

respondents into unpleasant or uncomfortable situations through the questions asked, although 

the subject of our interviews was requiring them to reflect on their lives and could thus provoke 

unpleasant memories. 

For the interviews, I asked the respondents if they wanted different names, wishing to let 

them choose their own, but they refused, saying they had nothing to hide. I decided, 

nonetheless, to change their names, to make sure no information they provided me with will 

harm them in any way. I also decided to leave the name of the hospital out of the discussion, 

although those familiar with Bucharest might identify the place quickly. Another choice I made 

was to disguise the names of the social workers that I collaborated with in my volunteering 

experience. Although at a first thought, there did not seem to be a problem, I concluded that I 

cannot foresee all the possible consequences of this study, and it would be safest, both for the 

social workers and for the people they help, to keep their names hidden.  

Theoretical framework and literature review 

Although initially focused on the HIV infection, this thesis’ work slowly shifted attention to 

the drug use and the causes and effects of it, as the behaviours around the drug use can be the 

causes of the IDUs’ infection with HIV. The thesis also became a discussion on homelessness 

and what it involves and implies for the lives of those who are infected with HIV and using 

drugs, from living on the streets to dealing with authorities and institutions’ representatives.  

In order to discuss this subject, I will be using various concepts as basis and background for 

the analysis, such as Foucault’s “governmentality” and “biopolitics”, Farmer’s “structural 

violence” and Parker’s “structural inequalities”, Agamben’s “homo sacer”, “homelessness” as 
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discussed by Desjarlais, “stigma” and “spoiled identity” (Goffman) in relation to “the other” 

(Crawford, Joffé, Nelkin and Gilman). All these concepts work together to set the basis of my 

study, as the governmentality and biopolitics of the communist party and afterwards of the 

post-socialist state created the context in which people fall through the gaps of the system and 

are shunned progressively from Romanian society, while suffering from the structural violence 

exerted through lack of available services for vulnerable groups. The concept of “debt” 

(Graeber) is tackled later in the paper. Other relevant authors mentioned across this thesis 

include Ulrich Beck, Mary Douglas, Terézia Nagy, Susan Sontag, Mahmoud Keshavarz and 

Liviu Alexandrescu. 

Michel Foucault explains the concept of “governmentality” as the way in which a 

population’s conduct, behaviour, is controlled through the use of power. Since this thesis draws 

connections between the communist regime and current issues, another statement of Foucault 

about totalitarian regimes is relevant. He argues that the totalitarian state’s principle belongs to 

“a non-state governmentality”, more specifically to something that could be called “a 

governmentality of the party” (2008, p.191). During communist Romania, many policies were 

installed, because they were “in the interest of the party”, and the party was almost 

interchangeable with the whole country in the language of politics. These policies would be 

encompassed in the governmentality of the party.  

The term of “structural violence”, as identified by Paul Farmer is another relevant concept 

reflected in this thesis. The term describes a type of “historically given (and often economically 

driven) processes and forces that conspire – whether through routine, ritual, or, as is more 

commonly the case, the hard surfaces of life – to constrain agency” (2003, p.40). Farmer 

emphasizes that the most important characteristic in this process is poverty, although there are 

other important ones, such as ethnicity and gender, that influence the type of people afflicted. 

Moreover, in Infections and Inequalities: The Modern Plagues, he connects HIV/AIDS (and 

other diseases) to structural violence, saying:  

neither culture nor pure individual will is at fault; rather, historically given (and often economically driven) 

processes and forces conspire to constrain individual agency. Structural violence is visited upon all those 

whose social status denies them access to the fruits of scientific and social progress (Farmer, 2001).  

The “historically given and economically driven processes” that he mentions are the factors I 

consider in my study to lead to the situation that the homeless IDUs find themselves in. It also 

relates to Foucault’s governmentality, as many of these historic processes find their source in 

decisions taken at a state level, whether during communism or during the transition period. 
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Similarly, Richard Parker uses the concept of “structural inequalities” to describe the fact 

that the poorest and most unattended people in a society have been the most vulnerable to 

infections (Parker, 2002). The two mentioned terms are closely related, as the structural 

inequalities are facilitating the exerted violence over the given population, in this case the poor, 

homeless, drug users and Roma people.  

Giorgio Agamben discusses the concept of biopolitics in relation to that of thanatopolitics 

and homo sacer: “Along with the emergence of biopolitics, we can observe a displacement and 

gradual expansion beyond the limits of the decision on bare life, in the state of exception, in 

which sovereignty consisted” (1998, p.122). He goes on to say how in the modern state, there 

is no more a clear border dividing the two areas, from decision on life to decision on death, and 

therefore “biopolitics can turn into thanatopolitics” (1998, p.122). Agamben explains the 

historical origin of the homo sacer and that the most important aspect in defining the status of 

a homo sacer is “not the originary ambivalence of the sacredness that is assumed to belong to 

him, but rather both the particular character of the double exclusion into which he is taken and 

the violence to which he finds himself exposed” (1998, pp.82-83). The human body, the human 

life, is exposed from all laws of society, thus becoming a no more valuable citizen.  

The concept of homo sacer can be brought from ancient Rome, through Agamben, to 

contemporary Romania and help define the situation. I argue that people who no longer own a 

permanent ID card – due to either losing it, selling it, or not being able to receive a long-term 

one – (usually homeless people), but not only, become homini sacri, “sacred life”. They 

undergo another kind of exclusion, from the rest of the society, from the benefits that come 

with having a documented identity or no criminal records. The drug users can be included into 

this category as well, as through their actions they are separated from everything that fits in 

with the norms. “Not simple natural life, but life exposed to death (bare life or sacred life) is 

the originary political element” (Agamben, 1998, p.88). Thus, as anthropologist Terézia Nagy 

describes in her chapter about the culture of homelessness in post-socialist Hungary, homeless 

people are deprived of any means of security. Civil rights are not available to them either, 

because, although they have the right to vote, they cannot do so because they do not have a 

permanent address or have sold their ID cards for other benefits on the streets (Nagy, 2009, 

p.221). Mary Douglas connects the homo sacer to ritual uncleanness, a state of being set apart 

(1984). She emphasises how in our society, in a secular context, those placed outside the social 

system are marginal beings, and are thus deemed as dangerous, drawing precaution from the 

part of those inside the system, at the same time having no possibility of reintegration without 

the existence of a “rite of aggregation” (1984, p.98). This argument is applicable to the IDUs 
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and the homeless, who face multiple obstacles when it comes to reintegrating in the social and 

medical system in Romania.  

Homelessness is another concept tackled in this thesis, as it is connected to multiple other 

aspects, especially through the addiction filter, such as visibility, dignity, peers, family, 

infections, judgement and discrimination. Robert Desjarlais is one of the anthropologists 

studying the homeless. In Shelter Blues: Sanity and Selfhood among the Homeless (1997) he 

accounts: “The homeless can be felt too much. Those living on the streets and in shelters are 

disturbing because they threaten assumed paradigms of meaning” (p.65). In a modern touristy 

European capital like Bucharest, the image of people on the streets is not acceptable and to be 

avoided. Desjarlais goes on to say that the people who meet the homeless cannot deal with their 

meaningful presence in the streets, so they create their own meanings: “These strong images 

achieve a poetics of homelessness that deploys the perceived qualities of animality, death, and 

darkness within an aesthetic of ruins” (1997, p.65). Meaning is often created around 

homelessness, and it can vary from “rough poetry”, as Desjarlais says, to rhetorics of blame. 

The different meanings are also found in the discourses of the homeless people, which carry 

elements of guilt and shame, as they blame themselves. At the same time, Desjarlais portrays 

the relations between the homeless and the shelter staff, a struggle of control over one’s own 

body as well as a Panopticon-like structure of the shelter, to keep a guard over all residents: 

“Bodies were political domains over which individuals and institutions wrestled for control” 

(Desjarlais, 1997, p.118). A similar situation happens with the IDUs in the hospital wing, as 

they hide from the surveillance cameras set in the hallways and rooms.  

Another concept relevant in this thesis is that of “stigma”, in relation to the deviant 

behaviours present among the IDUs and the homeless. Erving Goffman states that people who 

are part of a stigmatised group feel ambivalent in regard to the group they belong to, because 

the norms of society deem the group as deviant, but at the same time they are identified as 

belonging to that specific group. Thus, they internalise the dominant norms and become 

ashamed for their identity, gaining a “spoiled identity” (Goffman, 1963). 

Robert Crawford describes a similar process to Goffman’s moral stigma, by portraying 

health as the Western norm and everything that deviates from the healthy norm is seen as 

“other”. Thus, being unhealthy becomes a deviant act, and those who do not abide to the norm 

represent all the characteristics rejected by the majority and do not deserve to receive the same 

treatment: “Narrowly bounded persons will symbolically and literally push away individuals 

and groups that represent what they reject in themselves” (1994, p. 1363). Any negative traits 

are directed unto “the other” and thus become distant aspects from the rest of the society. 
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Psychologist Hélène Joffé talks about risk and how it associates with stigma and “the other” 

in Risk and ‘The Other’ (1999). She presents cases of diseases spreading, when different 

societies would blame each other, spreading fear in regards to the other, and never inside the 

group: “Identity is constructed not only by what people affiliate with, but by comparison to 

other groups” (1999, p.18).  

Dorothy Nelkin and Sander Gilman also discuss the link between blame and “the other”, 

underlining how blame comes from “social-class biases” (1988). They show how illness and 

disease are associated with poverty and thus become justifications for social inequities: 

“disease is frequently associated with the ‘other’, be it the other race, the other class, the other 

ethnic group. Inevitably the locus of blame is also tied to specific ideological, political and 

social concerns” (Nelkin and Gilman, 1988, p. 363). 

I argue that the concepts brought forth from Goffman, Crawford, Joffé and Nelkin and 

Gilman are relevant in discussing the interactions that homeless people and IDUs have with 

other members of Romanian society. 

Relevant ethnographies 

In the discussion about homeless IDUs with HIV, it is important to assess the previous 

studies and ethnographies made around the subject. Extensive research has been done around 

HIV and vulnerable groups, but especially around HIV and risk groups, tackling also the 

subject of blame on those who were infected. Other studies present the situations and lives of 

vulnerable groups, like the homeless or IDUs.  

Concepts of stigma and blamed behaviour are linked to HIV by Harriet Deacon, Inez 

Stephney and Sandra Prosalendis, who discuss the HIV/AIDS stigma in southern Africa, and 

link the stigma against people living with HIV/AIDS (PLHA) with the supposed behaviours 

that led to their infection: “PLHA have often been stigmatised more for being part of a specific 

community or group that is already defined negatively (‘You acquired HIV through having 

sex, therefore you must be a prostitute’) – than for gaining a new ‘deviant’ outgroup 

membership through having HIV” (Deacon, Stephney, and Prosalendis 2005, p. 11). This 

reinforces the idea that HIV/AIDS stigma is defined by the social factors coming into play and 

people’s perceptions of the disease and of different marginalised groups (in this case drug users, 

sex workers, parking men etc.): “it is clear that disease stigma is not determined by biology, 

but that diseases acquire social meaning (influenced by biological factors) within a specific 

political and historical context” (Deacon, Stephney, and Prosalendis 2005, p. 9). 
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Tova Höjdestrand’s Needed by Nobody: Homelessness and Humanness in Post-Socialist 

Russia (2009) is a relevant ethnography in the discussion about homelessness. She describes 

the struggles of homeless people in Russia, and how the problem comes from Soviet Russia, 

when people fell through the cracks of the system that tried to control everyone’s lives in order 

to create the perfect state. She argues that “to be needed by nobody”, means to be worthless 

and rejected, and that the people she studied needed to feel needed in order to keep their human 

dignity. Another dignity-related aspect is that of the view others have of the homeless, as people 

who refuse to work, and thus deserve their situation. This view is common in Romania, also 

due to the mass media representation of vulnerable groups who benefit from financial help 

from the state, creating a discussion about the morality associated to the homeless and other 

vulnerable groups, as well as the blame put on these groups. In this context, law enforcement 

in the city displaces the undesirable sight of the homeless from the city centre, as Höjdestrand 

also emphasises (2009, p.78). Another important aspect she mentions is that of the ID card 

which must show a permanent address of residence, in order for someone to benefit from social 

and medical care, as well as a work permit. As she specifies, these rights would only be granted 

in the city or area where one lives, which is very similar to the criteria for receiving a long-

term ID in Romania.  

Another ethnography that is relevant for this thesis is Jennifer Carroll’s Narkomania: Drugs, 

HIV, and Citizenship in Ukraine (2019). She presents her book as one about the meanings given 

by drug users in Ukraine to the institutions that structure the society around them, and how 

these meanings relate to discourses of power: “[…] how the geopolitical elite subject those like 

Elena to selective policing, rights violations, and other delimited forms of citizenship in an 

effort to consolidate power” (2019, p.3). Carroll also emphasises how the marginalisation of 

drug users has become a “pervasive tool of statecraft both in and around Ukraine.” (p.3) The 

situations presented here are similar to those identified within Romanian borders. Both Caroll’s 

and Höjdestrand’s ethnographies present similar social contexts, as the post-socialist countries 

have similar issues to deal with after their transition from the communist regime. 

Philippe Bourgois and Jeffrey Schonberg’s Righteous Dopefiend (2009) is another important 

ethnography about drug users, in which the authors present the “moral economy of sharing” 

among heroin users, in which members within a social network will help each other when 

needed, in an act of reinforcing their relations in the network. This study was very helpful in 

highlighting a similar trend within the groups I noticed in Bucharest. 

As Eileen Moyer emphasises, the study of HIV/AIDS has changed over time, from a framing 

of HIV/AIDS as a death sentence to studying how living with HIV is affected by other social 
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factors. She emphasises how many people living with HIV struggle with access to the treatment 

and those who do get treatment only survive, as insecurity about food and living lead their 

lives: “HIV treatment, for all the social changes it has brought, has not brought an end to 

poverty and inequality” (Moyer, 2015, p.268). The author concludes by saying how in the age 

of antiretroviral therapy, anthropologists have shown that HIV is both a biological disease as 

well as a social disease (2015, p.269). 

Other studies about structural violence and power relations in connection to PLHA have 

been conducted across time. One such example is Shannon, Kerr, Allinott, Chettiar, Shoveller 

and Tyndall’s article “Social and Structural Violence and Power Relations in Mitigating HIV 

Risk of Drug-using Women in Survival Sex Work”. They discuss the risks sex workers in 

Canada face in relation to HIV infection and urge a renewal of HIV prevention strategies that 

move from an individual focus to structural interventions (2008). Another example is 

“Structural Violence and Racial Disparity in HIV Transmission” (Lane et al., 2004), which 

presents issues of HIV transmission among vulnerable and discriminated groups in the United 

States. Similarly, a study in Romania presented in 2008 by Simona Rută and Cosmin Cernescu 

depicts the process of the infection with HIV in Romania, from the first cases among children 

in orphanages, to the future possibilities of infection among high-risk vulnerable groups, such 

as prisoners, IDUs and poor people. They also emphasize how there are no studies on risk 

behaviour within the national studies and “Even if several non-governmental organizations 

attempt to face these issues, the interventions remain limited in time and space, and only a 

strengthened national response will meet the HIV/AIDS challenge in all sectors” (Rută and 

Cernescu, 2008, p.512). 

Outline of the thesis 

I will start by depicting the historical context of how HIV started to spread and the reactions to 

the infection, first in a general overview, then with a focus on Romania. Given that the 

spreading of the virus started while Romania was under communism, a short description of the 

country in that period is important for understanding the factors that contributed to the 

spreading of the virus. I present the transition from communist to post-socialist Romania, with 

the effects it had on the spreading of the virus, as well as on the circulation of different drugs 

in Romania.  

The next chapter will show the struggles of IDUs living with HIV on the streets of Bucharest, 

as well as their experiences with drug usage and relations to other people on the streets. I 
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present how many transitioned from heroin to “spice” drugs and the effects of high-risk 

behaviours, such as HIV infection, co-infections of Hepatitis C, tuberculosis and other 

opportunistic infections. I also show how relations are created in the streets, among different 

individuals belonging to vulnerable groups. 

The last chapter discusses the relations of power between homeless IDUs and state 

institutions and the structural violence present through the actions led by representatives of said 

institutions. I portray different experiences from hospitals and prisons and experiences with 

access to Methadone programs, as well as perspectives over the effects of the program. An 

important aspect noticed within the interviews is the visibility and invisibility of the IDUs and 

homeless, as well as other vulnerable groups, and when each side is enacted.  

I finish by drawing up a few conclusions about the current situation and possible solutions, 

as well as various possible ways of continuing the study. 
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Ceaușescu’s Legacy 

“Don’t donate blood in Transylvania 

No Vampires remain in Romania” 

– King Luan, No Vampires Remain in Romania 

A chronology of HIV in the world 

The first cases of HIV/AIDS were identified in 1981, among the LGBT community, 

specifically gay men, thus resulting in the syndrome being called GRID (Gay-Related Immune 

Deficiency) by some researchers. This term influenced the general perception of the syndrome 

as being limited to only gay men, therefore affecting the other people that were eventually 

discovered to be infected (AIDS.gov, 2020). In september 1982, the syndrome received the 

name of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) and gradually new cases were 

identified in other categories: infants, women, people who inject drugs, Haitians, and 

haemophiliacs. In 1983, respectively 1984, the cause of the AIDS has been found in a 

retrovirus, the HIV, previously called LAV (Lymphadenopathy Associated Virus) or HTLV-

III. In 1985, March, the FDA certified the first commercial blood test, ELISA, to detect HIV 

(AIDS.gov, 2020) and by the end of the year the first case of AIDS in Romania was being 

discovered (Adevărul, February 15, 2014).  

The year 1987 marked the approval of the first antiretroviral drug, zidovudine (AZT) and 

1995 the approval of the first protease inhibitor, starting the series of highly active antiretroviral 

therapy (HAART) (AIDS.gov, 2020). In the same year, Italian journalist Mino Damato was 

restructuring and opening a special department in Bucharest for the children infected with HIV 

in orphanages and hospitals during the 1986-1992 period, a paediatric department, with a 

dining room and a kindergarten/ school class for the children that were supposed to have 

prolonged stays (Bambini in Emergenza, 2020).  

New changes came about in 2010, when it was proved, following a study, “that a daily dose 

of HIV drugs reduced the risk of HIV infection among HIV-negative men who have sex with 

men by 44%, supporting the concept of pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) in a targeted 

population” (AIDS.gov, 2020). Moreover, in 2015, researchers proved that antiretroviral 
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therapy can prevent sexual transmission of HIV in heterosexual partners, when the HIV-

positive partner is virally supressed (undetectable=untransmittable). 

On the other hand, 2015 represents the year when, in US, Indiana officials connected an HIV 

outbreak to injection drug use (AIDS.gov, 2020). In Romania, a similar phenomenon took 

place, as a result of the new drugs arrived on the market, which were consumed through 

injection as well.  

In 2016, in January, HIV resistance to the medication was indicated through a study that 

shows patients not responding to tenofovir, a key antiretroviral drug. June was the mark of the 

UN 2016 Meeting on Ending AIDS, where UN member states pledged to end the AIDS 

epidemic by 2030, but, at the same time, 50 nations of those present blocked the participation 

to the meeting of groups representing LGBT people. Moreover, the final resolution did not 

consider those most at risk for contracting HIV: men who have sex with men (MSM), sex 

workers, transgender people and injection drug users (IDU). 

Post-socialist legacies 

Everything in the present is a consequence of decisions made in the past. But how far back 

should one go to find the source of certain present issues? After the Second World War, the 

Iron Curtain was installed over half of Europe, affecting the next half of century, setting the 

two sides apart. While the West was recovering after the war and developing further, the 

socialist countries were growing into a different direction, dominated first by Stalin’s influence 

and after his death separately dealing with political and economical issues, albeit still controlled 

from Moscow. 

The Stalinist policies were applied to all communist countries subordinated to the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and the measures included the totalitarian state as well 

as the cult of personality, a rapid industrialisation and at the same time the collectivisation of 

agriculture, comprised within the Five-Year Plans (Viola, 2013). Geographer David Turnock 

discusses some of these aspects. He emphasises the idealism present for a new order across 

Eastern Europe, with positive changes in employment, increasing the speed of the transition 

from an agricultural to an industrial economy, which would, in the end, offer better 

opportunities for all categories of people, “including the peasantry and the poorer people 

generally” (1997, p.13). The idea is concluded with having sufficient production – from a 

developed rural infrastructure – and demand – from an urban proletariat – within the bloc, that 

there would be no need to take into account the foreign markets (Turnock, 1997, p.13). These 
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measures were introduced together with a call for all work-able people, men and women alike, 

which meant that women had more rights, but at the same time more things to attend to, work 

as well as family. Moreover, the ideal that Turnock mentions is not reached, so the high changes 

and goals of the Five-Year Plans, there was a high rate of urbanization and scarcity of food, as 

lands were centralised and peasants made to work the state farms – the same lands they had 

worked before, but the products were controlled and redirected. All these policies were applied 

and continued after Stalin, on to the end of communism.  

In Eastern Europe, after the death of Stalin, while the external policy was supposed to be 

congruent among all states, each state dealt with its internal politics separately, although still 

responding in front of the Central Party. Many policies were created in order to control the 

population, for the good of the social body. Some of these policies entered people’s private 

lives, emphasising Foucault’s ideas of “governmentality of the party” as well as power as it is 

related to “biopolitics”. One such measure was posed by the criminalisation of homosexual 

relations, which, in many cases, was a reinforcement and strengthening of existing laws. In the 

Soviet Union, same sex relationships were criminalised for the most part of the 20th century, 

and the suppression only started to relax around 1980s (Healey, 2001). In other states, like 

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary and Bulgaria, same-sex relations were 

decriminalised/ legalised in the 60s, whereas in Poland these had always been legal, although 

gay men and women did not have equal living conditions. 

Women’s reproductive systems were another aspect that the governments interfered with. 

Under Stalin, abortions were allowed only if they were to save the mother’s life. After Stalin’s 

death, Nikita Khrushchev legalised abortions until 12 weeks of gestation once again in 1955 

(Field, 1956), thus promoting a legalisation across other countries. In other states from the 

Eastern Bloc, the decision over abortion rights would depend on the population growth, being 

banned if the birth rates decreased, and a general trend of legalisation was observed in the 

1950s, after Khrushchev’s decision in the USSR, but then being banned again towards the late 

60s (Turnock, 1997). 

Homelessness was in theory non-existent in any communist state: “‘Homelessness’ is not an 

emic concept. In the Soviet period, there was no need for such a word, since most social 

problems were officially nonexistent” (Höjdestrand, 2009, p.4). Terézia Nagy explains why 

that was the case, applied to (post-) socialist Hungary: “The status of the homeless did not only 

draw social disapproval; the military could intervene and set them to work (interview with 

M.R., a former criminal idler 1998/25)” (2009, p.209). She goes on to explain how the high 

urbanisation process happened quickly, with the new residents coming from the countryside, 
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without having any links to home: “Becoming an urban factory worker meant that most of the 

time these formerly rural dwellers abandoned social ties with their home communities” (Nagy, 

2009, p.209). 

Therefore, they would be put to work, resulting in overcrowded workplaces, as Ferge (1982) 

emphasises. She specifies that the phenomenon was very common for the socialist period, 

which created problems for both employees and employers, as the ideology was one expecting 

full employment from people. However, the problem was not obvious at first, as everyone 

worked, but unused surpluses of goods were created in warehouses (Nagy, 2009). 

One more important aspect, characteristic to the Eastern European countries during 

communism, is the way HIV spread. As with homelessness, the existence of HIV within the 

communist borders was denied for as long as possible, within The Soviet Union, as well as in 

the other countries in the Eastern bloc. Moreover, the authorities themselves underestimated 

the outcomes because they neglected the existence of the people from the high-risk groups, like 

injection drug-users (IDU), men having sex with men (MSM) and sex workers. Since the 

policies of these states were aiming towards great national goals, those who did not fit into the 

norms, would be left behind.  

One case that shows the results of not taking into consideration the people who did not fit is 

that of Ukraine, discussed by Jennifer J. Carroll, who states that, even though the first case of 

HIV in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic was identified in 1987, the official number of 

the virus cases was low for around ten years, until 1996, when the new cases of HIV suddenly 

grew, due to the injection drug users cases (2019, p.12). The explanation is that Russia had 

underreported cases ever since the last years of the USSR, as doctors were instructed to write 

in other causes for the deaths of the AIDS patients and to hide from the world the real situation 

taking place inside the borders. 

In Romania 

In Romania, things took a different turn from the other communist states starting with 1965, 

when Nicolae Ceaușescu rose to power, as the leader of the Communist Party and Romania. 

He set himself and the country apart in 1968, when he spoke against the invasion of 

Czechoslovakia. Vladimir Tismăneanu mentions how Western media liked to portray 

Ceaușescu as a challenge to Moscow’s dominance over the Eastern Bloc through his “national 

communism” (2003, p.187). 
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What followed was a long period of dictatorship in which the population sunk into poverty 

and debt, while still being controlled closely through the help of the Securitate, the secret police 

during communism, that had a large web of informers, be it colleagues, neighbours or family 

members (Vultur, 2014). The Five-Year Plans coupled with the cult of personality and 

megalomania present in Ceaușescu’s rule2 meant that the Romanian population had more to 

suffer. Especially in the 1980s, the lack of basic goods, such as food, electricity, warmth 

(Morrison, 2004), meant that, especially, the population living in the cities had to suffer more. 

Because Ceaușescu wanted to rebuild the centre of the capital city, Bucharest3, many people 

were moved from their houses to apartments in the newly built residential areas of the city, 

thus being deprived of private lands or gardens to cultivate for their own consumption, as one 

would have in the countryside.  

Moreover, during communism, the country underwent an intense process of 

industrialization, marking also a passage from agriculture and the rural environment to factories 

and urban settings. Lynn Morrison mentions a decrease in the percentage of the Romanians 

employed in agriculture from 76 percent in 1950 to 35 percent in 1977, due to “mass 

gentrification and systematization of the countryside that exacerbated incipient food shortages. 

Farms and houses were razed and people were moved into small and inadequate apartment 

blocks.” (2004, p.170). Cristina Petrescu discusses the different generations that experienced 

communism in Romania and their memories of the time, and she concludes that all generations, 

even the “generation of 1989”, consisting of people who grew up in the last years of 

communism, remember the 1980s as “the gloomy 1980s, whose day-to-day misery set 

Romania apart in the former Soviet bloc” (2014, p.604). 

A defining trait that came to have effects in post-socialist Romania as well, was the 

“dynasty” created by Ceaușescu, as he put his family members in important positions within 

the Party (Tismăneanu, 2003). This soon became a common manoeuvre within the Party, which 

also facilitated bribery in exchange for services or goods: “a clear case of nepotism was 

shrouded under the guise of communism, with many powerful government and party positions 

held by close family members” (Morrison, 2004, p.170).  

The bribery system is described as a way of getting favours within the Romanian society 

during the 80s: people working in food shops or canteens would become very revered and 

doctors would sometimes receive food, coffee or luxury items as payment which they could try 

 
2 As Tismăneanu (2003) and Petrescu (2014) emphasize, he was called as “Supreme leader”, “Conducător”, which 

Petrescu links to “Führer”, adding that it was usually accompanied by an adjective such as “beloved” or “wise”. 
3 The process was also facilitated by the 1977 earthquake, when many buildings in the city centre collapsed. 
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to sell further – a network in which cops or other authority figures would also take part in, and 

it would not be frowned upon by ministries or agencies working with the Securitate (Vultur, 

2014). In this context, it is relevant to remark also the poor state of health care facilities, with 

outdated medical equipment, that would only be accessible through bribery (Morrison, 2004). 

There are a few particular aspects from this period in time that created the context in which 

HIV would spread, in the first and the second waves of infection in Romania: abortion rights, 

LGBT rights and homelessness, in addition to the dire situation of the 1980s. 

The Romanian state’s relation to abortion was slightly different than other states in the 

Eastern Bloc in terms of time synchronisation, although it was still driven by the birth rates, as 

the goal was the growth of the population.  

An important change occurred in 1966, when the Anti-Abortion Decree (Decree 770) was 

promulgated, with the goal of increasing the population, expanding the labour force. Foucault’s 

concepts, governmentality and biopolitics, prove as relevant background in the discussion 

about the control over women’s reproductive systems and people’s sexuality within the 

communist era in Romania, as the main goal of the Decree 770 emphasises: “Through the 

themes of health, progeny, race, the future of the species, the vitality of the social body, power 

spoke of sexuality and to sexuality; the latter was not a mark or a symbol, it was an object and 

a target” (Foucault, 1978, p.147). The anti-abortion decree came with propaganda aimed at 

women, portraying them as heroines bearing and raising children for the motherland. At the 

same time, “at the juncture of the ‘body’ and the ‘population’, sex became a crucial target of a 

power organized around the management of life rather than the menace of death” (Foucault, 

1978, p. 147). But, when the control becomes so strict that it threatens the lives of people, it 

turns from biopolitics to thanatopolitics. 

The decree became a source of poverty and orphaned children, either as a result of maternal 

mortality, either because they would be unwanted children, or they would be abandoned. 

Morrison describes in detail the aftermath of Ceaușescu’s decision specifying how, in a long-

term plan to expand the labour force, Ceaușescu implemented several pronatalist policies, like 

abolishing abortion, suppressing the import of contraceptives, taxing up to 20 percent the 

income of childless people. Another pronatalist measure, according to Morrison, was the 

offering of financial benefits, which were increased with each successive birth. However, the 

money offered was not enough to cover the costs of children, “leading to further economic 

deprivation” (Morrison, 2004, p.170). This would incentivise parents in dire economic 

situations to abandon their children if they could not support the whole family. 
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Besides this, there were many women joining the labour force, in Romania more than other 

countries, through the women’s forced introduction, and the other caretakers in the family, the 

grandparents, were also absent, whether they were also included in the labour force (until 62 

years of age for men and 57 for women, with possibility of prolonging), or they were living in 

the countryside, thus leaving all the responsibilities to the mothers. There was a lack of social 

support system for children as well, and above all, Romania was one of the countries with the 

highest maternal mortality rates in south-eastern Europe, which added to the factors that would 

lead children to institutionalised centres for orphaned children (Morrison, 2004, p.170). 

The graph here shown presents 

the birth and death rates across the 

years. There is visible a spike in 

birth rates after Ceaușescu’s anti-

abortion decree, but then, it started 

decreasing, as mortality rates 

increased gradually.  

All these taken measures led to 

more children with developmental 

and congenital disabilities. The 

economic policies also led to 

scarcity of food, which resulted in malnourished mothers that were giving birth to low-birth-

weight babies, who, if they survived, they were at risk for childhood illnesses and “conditions 

such as mental retardation, behavioural disorders, cerebral palsy and other disorders of the 

central nervous system, impairment of vision, and deafness” (Morrison, 2004, p.171). 

Another legislative decision that contributed to the spreading of HIV in Romania was 1968’s 

article 200, which criminalised sexual relations between persons of the same sex, as well as the 

encouragement of other persons into the practice or propaganda for the same reasons. Up to 

that point, an article in the Penal Code from 1936 banned “public acts” between people of the 

same sex that could provoke a scandal (Human Rights Watch, 1998). Article 200 instead would 

charge homosexuals to one to five years of prison, acknowledging their existence legally, but 

at the same time condemning them, while entering the private domain (Human Rights Watch, 

1998; Năstase, 2004). 

The existence of this sort of legislation helped reinforce the idea that HIV was present only 

in the “decadent West”, as it was an infection present only among people having homosexual 

relations. Thus, through this article, the idea that there was no possibility of the HIV virus 

Table 1 Graph showing the rapport between births and deaths across different 
social changes in Romania. The red line shows the births and the black one 
shows the deaths. A sudden spike in births can be seen in the later part of the 
'60s, followed by a progressive fall, thus corresponding to the adoption of 
Decree 770 and the population’s response to it.  
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spreading in Romania was promoted. But it did spread, first case being identified in 1985. 

Other cases unidentified at the time followed, especially around Constanța, the biggest city-

port at the Black Sea, in Romania, as a lot of the blood donated in the region was infected, most 

likely coming from sailors and visiting foreigners arriving in the city.  

Gail Kligman, in The Politics of Duplicity: Controlling Reproduction in Ceausescu’s 

Romania, mentions communist practices to contain the information about the HIV infection 

spread, emphasising how political demography combined with the neglect of the general 

population’s living conditions contributed to the Romanian infant AIDS epidemic: 

Infants abandoned to hospitals, orphanages, and the streets ended up in state institutions. The first case of 

AIDS was reported in 1985; however, knowledge about it was firmly and deliberately repressed by the 

regime. Despite this censorship, in 1988 a lengthy paper on pathogenesis and diagnosis of AIDS was 

published by the Ministry of Health. It concluded ‘with the instruction that it was forbidden to enter a 

diagnosis of AIDS or HIV infection on medical certificates; one was only permitted to refer to an 

opportunistic infection or pneumonia.’ Statistical evidence was again consciously distorted; medical 

practice was again subjugated to political interest. (1998, p.221) 

One of the consequences was that the collected blood was not tested and the virus spread more 

rapidly to children in state institutions, such as orphanages or hospitals, as they were in need 

of transfusions, all while the Institute for Hygiene and Public Health was publishing a brochure 

in which the dangers of AIDS (not HIV) transmission were minimized: 

Figure 1 The map of Socialist Republic of Romania. Circled on the map are Bucharest, the capital city, 
and Constanța, the biggest port-city in Romania, situated at the Black Sea. 
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Persons at high risk for infection must be conscious that they can transmit this illness to others, and 

consequently they must be excluded from donating blood, plasma, organs, etc. Furthermore, the danger of 

transmitting AIDS through blood transfusion or the administration of blood-based preparations is 

practically eliminated through measures taken with respect to the selection of blood donors and exclusion 

of those contaminated with the HIV virus, laboratory screening of blood to identify and exclude 

contaminated blood (Kligman, 1998, p.221).  

The last two quotes might seem confusing taken together, as on the one hand, evidence about 

AIDS cases was purposefully hidden, while on the other hand, the brochure was confirming 

the existence of AIDS in Romania. One possible explanation is that of the brochure being 

created later after the discovery of many cases of HIV/AIDS, as an attempt to fix the situation 

– at least at a surface level. One other possible explanation can be an argument brought forth 

by Vladimir Tismăneanu, who describes the communist system, as being defined by “inherent 

and insurmountable irrationality” (2003, p.19). This would explain how lack of communication 

and responsibility over various decisions led to problems for the general population, or 

eventually, disasters. Morrison also brings an argument to why HIV/AIDS was treated so 

carelessly, which is that foreign medical or educational literature was inaccessible in Romania 

until the late 1980s (2004). 

The picture is completed by a description of how the malnourished children, especially those 

left in orphanages, were in need of medicines and vitamin doses, and the treatments were only 

available in injecting form, which were administered with reused needles. Moreover, 

information about HIV was not available, so with unscreened blood and needle reusage, “the 

potential for transmission became a reality, particularly for the paediatric population” 

(Morrison, 2004, p.171).  

In a news article on Digi24 about the children infected, some of the doctors that were 

working then with the children, narrate their experiences. Simona Erșcoiu, one of the doctors 

interviewed in the article and doctor in infectious diseases speaks of working in departments 

without light, gas or warm water during winter, and the effects of the lack of facilities on 

children, who would get sick often. She adds that blood transfusions were made also from a 

standpoint of scarcity, so from a vial of 250 millilitres, one baby of two kilos would need a 

maximum of 20 millilitres, but the rest of the blood, if it was compatible with the next baby 

who also had anaemia, would be given to them as well, because it could only help (Digi24, 

2015). The blood was hard to find, so when using it, the medical staff tried to get the most of 

it, by sharing it to several children. If the blood was infected, that was the easiest way to spread. 
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Another doctor, Ștefan Constantinescu, also pointed out that the medical system during 

communism had helped in the spreading of the infection, because of the understaffing of 

hospital departments in regards to the number of people in need of help. He emphasises again 

the working conditions: “Cold weather, the light turned off, the gas wasn’t available, they had 

to prepare antibiotic shots for 200 children. What do you do?” (Digi24, 2015). 

Some nurses that worked with children in a hospital in Bucharest confirmed to me the lack 

of knowledge among the staff of the hospital and the secrecy towards the general population, 

as they were the first department to receive and care for HIV positive patients, among which 

most were children. A., a nurse with a light-hearted spirit, is one of those who worked with 

children with HIV before 1990, who I spoke to during a previous research project: 

Of course people knew nothing about this thing, at the moment we were given instructions, according to 

which we were not allowed to tell neither family nor friends… but, we were young, and we didn’t consider 

it a serious thing, because no one knew anything, and when I would tell in a very restricted context, to very 

close friends… the second or third day I would not be invited or searched anymore… (A.). 

Lack of knowledge was definitely present among the medical staff, and while nurses did not 

exactly understand how grave it was, there were fears among them: “practically no one knew 

how much one would live, what would happen, there was a general stuttering, you die only if 

you get jabbed, but we got also got jabbed in the needles used for the children, many times” 

(A.). Moreover, the general population was even more misinformed, as I showed earlier. A. 

emphasises the misinformation among their social groups and how that reflected in their 

relationships with others: “that, even if I take all the precaution measures, God forbid, who 

knows how I might get sick and then I’d come and drink water from their mugs, coffee, I’d go 

to their toilet and they don’t want to expose themselves to this disease…” (A.). 

Initially, HIV was connected to a high risk, inadequate behaviour (Glick Schiller et al., 1994; 

Sontag, 1989), even in the cases originating as work accidents. One older nurse who had 

refused to take an earlier leave got pricked by a needle by accident and infected herself. When 

she was diagnosed, her husband was also tested and came out negative, therefore, she was 

considered to have been involved with someone else who was positive, it was not considered 

an infection contracted at the workplace, said A.  

As Morrison (2004) emphasised, the issue of HIV infections was owed to the lack of medical 

staff as well as medical equipment. A. also emphasises the scarcity of needed materials, as 

material help came from other countries only after 1990, so before that, A. describes having 

“pink needles, in penicillin tubes”, which would be taken to the sterilising department after 
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usage, whereas other tubes had cotton balls instead of lids, so, they say, “anytime, a tragedy 

could happen”. 

As children were kept in orphanages, there was an expectation of homelessness to not exist: 

everyone had a place. In Romania, no person was allowed to be homeless, and if someone was 

found wandering on the streets, they were found a workplace and given some kind of housing, 

a similar situation to what Terézia Nagy describes about the situation in Hungary, in “Being 

Locked Out and Locked In”. As she also says, the new factory workers would be housed in 

“workers’ apartments”, which were meant for one person only, but sometimes the family might 

have joined, in the hopes of better chances. 

Bucharest was a booming capital city during communism, with many people changing their 

residence from the countryside to the city, to get a job in the new available industrial 

workplaces. As Nagy presented the situation in Hungary, in Romania, growing towns or cities 

were also predominantly made of people recently moved in to work in the factories, with no 

familial ties around them. Tova Höjdestrand emphasises a similar situation in communist 

Russia, where the system limited the number of close people that could help each other by 

restricting the composition of households, “or by depriving young people of relatives altogether 

by replacing vulnerable parents with orphanages” (Höjdestrand, 2009, p.194). Thus, the 

Romanian capital would be formed by uprooted people, heavily relying on the system to work 

and to keep them in a good state, as they had no safety net close.  

 

*** 

 

The communist regime ended in December 1989, when people could not take the dire 

conditions of living anymore and took to the streets their unrest and dissatisfaction with the 

ruling couple. The events of December 1989 (defined so due to the lack of consensus on their 

true nature4) ended on the 25th of December, with the mock trial and execution of the two 

Ceaușescus and the hopes of the start of a new, democratic Romania. It meant the reopening 

of the borders, and the exposure of the national situation to people all over the world, and, as 

soon as a couple of weeks after December 1989, doctors and social workers and other NGO 

agents came to Romania to give help. A special hospital department was built for the children, 

 
4 Dragoș Petrescu (2014) describes how people’s recollections of the events of December 1989 can be categorised 

into three interpretations: (1) an authentic revolution, (2) a confiscated revolution, or (3) an international 

conspiracy. He argues that these different interpretations have created a “Rashomon effect”, a term referring to 

plausible, but opposing, subjective accounts by observers and participants to contested events (p.536). 
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as at the time their life expectancy was of a few years, so they were given the best possible 

experience a child could have in a hospital for the remaining time. But in 1996 the first effective 

antiretroviral therapy (ART) for HIV – also known as HAART (highly active antiretroviral 

therapy) – was released, being brought to Romania as well through foreign organisations. Thus, 

those children had another chance, and many grew up to form their own families, having HIV-

negative born children. Of course, not all had the same opportunities and, after turning 18, 

many were left without any kind of safety net, as they had to leave the institutions in which 

they grew up, whether hospitals or orphanages. 

Coming out of communism also meant that the country underwent an immense process of 

privatisation, leading to the closing of many factories. Those who had moved into the city for 

work, would remain without any new job opportunities, with no one around to help them: a 

series of linked unfortunate events like these would result in them ending up on the streets. 

Similar events occurred in Russia and the subject of changing political times in Russia is 

tackled in HIV is God’s Blessing: Rehabilitating Morality in Neoliberal Russia:  

Just as this new biopolitical regime was gaining dominance in the late capitalist world, the Soviet Union 

collapsed. Because of this and for much of the 1990s post-Soviet Russia became a space of experiment for 

the implementation of neoliberal forms of political, financial, institutional, and personal governance, so 

that by the turn of the millennium neoliberalism had become the dominant discourse in Russia (Zigon, 

2011, p.13).  

Similarly, the transitional changes that occurred in Romania after the fall of communism, with 

privatisation and a free market, seemed to be social experiments which left many unprepared, 

on the streets, suddenly without jobs or industries that would need their work. The passage 

from communism to post-Soviet Russia and its effects on homelessness and homeless people 

is also emphasised by Höjdestrand, who describes how the disappearance of state repression 

meant that the criminalisation of homelessness was over, “but the introduction of a market 

economy and the disintegration of the Soviet Union added new social disjunctions to the old 

ones” (Höjdestrand, 2009, p.195).  

On the other side, the changes brought together by the transition from communist Romania 

made everything more marketable. Count Dracula was inspired by a Romanian medieval ruler 

deemed national hero, who was famous for impaling criminals and enemies alike, gaining fame 

for his blood thirst. Thus, he suddenly became a marketing gimmick for tourists coming to 

Romania to visit Dracula’s castle. At the same time, McDonald’s turned into a status symbol 

for more than ten years. Soon, Romania became a transit country, connecting East Central 
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Europe with Eastern Europe, Transcaucasia, and Central Asia, facilitating therefore human 

trafficking, as well as arms and drugs trafficking (Carey, 2004). Consequently, it turned into a 

market for the Romanian people, who had access to all sorts of drugs through the more open 

borders. 
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“Won’t you come in Ferentari?”: Daily life of the IDUs in the 
streets 

“Choose Life. Choose a job. Choose a career. Choose a family. […] 

Choose your future. Choose life… But why would I want to do a thing 

like that? I chose not to choose life. I chose somethin’ else. And the 

reasons? There are no reasons. Who needs reasons when you’ve got 

heroin?” 

– Trainspotting 

From heroin to “legals” 

The first drug used by Romanians after 1990 was glue, which was inhaled, and came to define 

the poverty that was overwhelming the nation barely come out of communism. Then, around 

1995, there was an increase in the use of heroin, facilitated by the multiple sketchy businesses 

open by the so-called Romanian businessmen of the time, the poverty, the almost-collapsing 

economy and legislative chaos (Vice, 2018).  

The heroin consumption was switched by some users to “spice” or “ethnobotanicals” around 

2008. These drugs were initially called “New Psychoactive Substances” (NPS), then popularly 

referred to as “ethnobotanicals” (etnobotanice, in Romanian), or “legal” drugs (legale). They 

are a type of drugs that are composed of different substances similar to illegal drugs, which 

were then changed to slightly different chemical, legal, bonds. The base would be either 

cannabinoid or mephedrone hybrids (Alexandrescu, 2018; Dégi, 2014; Vice, 2015). Some were 

being advertised as “herbal incense” with a disclaimer “Not for human consumption” (Banister 

et al., 2015), whereas others would be presented exactly as legal cannabis substitutes, but not 

available for minors (Drug Reporter, 2015). They were sold in “Spice Shops” or “Dream 

Stores” (“Magazine de vise”) (Dégi, 2014), which would be open starting in the afternoon until 

late in the night or early in the morning or simply 24/7, everywhere around towns or cities and 

would sometimes be placed near schools, becoming very accessible for children or teenagers.  

These new drugs were surrounded by many questions and confusion, as nothing was 

perfectly stated about their sudden appearance on the market. Discussions about their 

https://drogriporter.hu/en/author/idoru/
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legalisation appeared in the public sphere, as a plan brought forth by one of the president’s 

commissions at the time (Ziare.com, 2009). 

According to Liviu Alexandrescu, the term of “ethnobotanicals” was picked up on by the 

media, thus enabling the strategies employed by the owners of the Dream Shops to avoid 

suspicion, “by pretending, for example, to sell rare ‘plants’ of sole potential interest to botanists 

and other researchers” (2018, p.359). Similarly, the term “legals” (legale) or “legal highs” was 

used because of the presumed legalisation of the drugs and their status compared to illegal 

drugs, even though the substances included were, as others have stated (Erimia, Sîrbu, Cadar, 

2015; NAA, 2012), being more potent and thus creating more severe effects on the users. 

According to the National Anti-Drug Agency (NAA), which was created in 2002, after seven 

years of activity, the NAA was restructured under the General Police Inspectorate. During the 

period of restructuration, drug policy was uncoordinated and contradictory, making possible 

the appearance of the shops selling new psychoactive substances (Dégi, 2014). 

Users would usually start around 15-16 years old, but there were instances when they would 

start using during middle school, between 12 and 14 years old: first by smoking, then, when 

the drugs would lose their effects, by “foil” (a technique involving aluminium foil as a 

replacement for the spoon used in heroin use) or injecting, either the heroin or the NPS. 

According to most narrations, the ethnobotanicals had opposite effects to heroin, being 

stimulants. The new drugs were especially easily accessible for pre-teens or teenagers, but they 

also became a more accessible and cheaper alternative to heroin for the already existing heroin 

users.  

In most cases, there would be someone that would introduce the unexperienced person to 

the drug, usually someone close, like friends, family members or partners. Carroll mentions a 

similar occurrence happening in Ukraine among patients attending Methadone programs. She 

emphasises how they would usually be initiated into drug use through close social networks, 

but would also use in trusted settings (Carroll, 2019).  

I met Ioana in the hospital during a support group meeting, when I learned that she was on 

a methadone program, managing to keep her addiction under control, but still not entirely 

confident on herself to start cutting down the methadone doses, as well as afraid to start taking 

HIV treatment. During our discussion, she became very introspective about her life and all the 

events that brought her to the present moment, like alcoholism problems in the family when 

she was young, coupled with lack of communication with her mother. She shared with me her 

experience of getting started with drugs, first beginning with tobacco cigarettes: “I remember 

I didn’t like smoking, but I still did it. And at some point, I remember that I bought a package, 
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it happened a few times, I got some packages and gave them to others, in the end I was actually 

smoking” (Ioana, 30). 

She tried cannabis first – “as it happens”, she had some friends that knew someone who 

could provide; she did not feel the urge to repeat the experience. Then, after meeting someone 

that could have been a partner, she started liking it. The type of company was important to 

associating the use with something good. After a while, when she was around 14-15, Ioana 

tried heroin, directly injectable. It happened, once again, through a friend who knew someone 

who had heroin, and she introduced her friend back to someone she knew that had marijuana. 

What made her want to try heroin was the peer pressure, as her friend wanted to try things, so 

she agreed to try as well. The environment at home was such that it made her go back to heroin:  

And, probably, not having any other thing to do, and with the stuff at home, I started going repeatedly to 

that guy and knocking on his door and ‘come on, give me something’. It was a good thing that the guy was 

ok and didn’t try to take advantage of me [sexually] or something… And, it was like, we were together, 

but our relationship was something like, I was coming in, knocking to his door, stretching my arm, he’d 

do a dose and then we’d lean one on the other, dead. Yeah, and I think I actually liked him just because he 

had heroin (Ioana, 30). 

The passing from heroin to legals was also done through peers, within a Methadone program, 

where almost everyone had tried previously the new drugs or was consuming them daily. Ioana 

was herself invited to try, but knowing what she went through with the heroin, she did not want 

to try something else, especially since she had heard it was a synthetic drug:  

and if you sit to think well about it, at least heroin starts from a plant. Whereas the legal drug is just 

chemical. And, basically, I knew it was not okay, I avoided trying it. And these drugs had appeared about 

six months before, I could already see those people around like zombies, but I was not interested, I did not 

want to hear, I was something like ‘to each his own’ (Ioana, 30).  

She was pressured into trying ethnobotanicals by another man who kept on insisting and asking 

whether she wanted some. One day, she finally tried, either because she was bored, either 

because she was upset because of something that had happened: “So I said ‘Oh, c’mon, I’ll 

give it a try, I won’t die, it’s not the first time I’m doing this”. She was at the hospital where 

she was signed up into the Methadone program, and next to it there were some student housing 

buildings, where, according to Ioana, people were entering to inject. And that is also where she 

first tried legals, after the heroin phase:  
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I was thinner then and I remember I was wearing some heels […]. And I recall shooting up, and, you know, 

on heels you walk as on heels. I had gotten used to them, but I know that immediately as I shot up, it didn’t 

feel like I was wearing heels. I felt, instead of the heels, that I was walking on two little clouds. The point 

is, the guy gave me a lot to shoot up too, and I asked him ‘Dude, isn’t that a bit too much?’ and he said 

something within the lines of ‘Nevermind, with these it works this way, you need to use more to feel the 

effects’. Now, I didn’t say anything, you know, and I remember squatting down to shoot up, stretched my 

arm, injected, and – only later did I realise that legals are immediate and heroin in 2-3 minutes5. And I was 

just preparing to tell the guy that I can’t feel anything. And as I was getting up, I started feeling it. Damn, 

it really got me. I was really bad that day, but I liked them, of course, cause otherwise I wasn’t continuing 

(Ioana, 30).  

She continued for three days, after which she thought what she was doing was not right, so she 

refused the guy’s presence and offer of drugs and stayed without using legals for two weeks 

and then they somehow met and consumed again for other three days, after which Ioana thought 

of that moment as a decisive one, in which she would either stop using legals for good or 

continue and turn in a bad state: “Ah… I didn’t stop, that’s true. I continued for two weeks and 

in those two weeks I was really bad, after those two weeks I stopped again for a couple of days 

and since then I continued for four years. In four years, my only breaks were of a maximum of 

three days” (Ioana, 30). 

After having stopped using heroin, and while on Methadone, she started using 

ethnobotanicals, a common occurrence among the drug users, combining the Methadone dose 

with other drugs. Sometimes, within the hospital, doctors would test the patients for drugs and 

those found using other substances would be threatened or would be directly taken off the 

Methadone program, as the program was very limited in open slots for users.  

As Ioana’s case shows, sometimes there would be personal situations that would facilitate 

people’s circumstances around starting drug use. Thus, familial problems would become, 

together with poverty and lack of possibilities, part of the social context influencing the 

person’s interaction with the drugs. One social worker that I talked to, mentioned to me the 

cycle of the injection drug users, as it usually starts with the wish to escape the near reality: 

“They’re not as affected by the infection [HIV], as they are affected by the environment they live in, 

cause they live on the street and don’t have the possibility of keeping the treatment as they should, and 

they take drugs because they felt the need at some point to run away from all the sadness and the negative 

feelings that they had and didn’t know how to deal with, and then they started taking heroin, which is an 

anti-depressant… and yeah…” (Dalia, social worker). 

 
5 The time it takes for the drugs to have an effect. 
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Whether it is historical trauma, personal trauma or “the entourage”, the peer pressure, people 

would start using heroin for different reasons, and soon become addicted. Once the 

ethnobotanicals would take lead on the market, many would try them and switch to them, as 

they would be cheaper, or use them in combinations with heroin.  

Sorina Vazelina and Lidia Neagu created a short comic called “Ethnobotanic studies” 

(“Studii etnobotanice”6), which depicts a night spent with friends and the decision to take 

legals, talking also about the outcome of that night. It shows two characters reminiscing it as 

one of the few nights of “hard coring”, and seeing where each of them has ended up, with one 

of them turning to monasticism, another ending up begging in the centre of Bucharest, another 

 
■ 6 Source: https://www.vice.com/ro/article/mgadz3/studii-etnobotanice-103  

https://www.vice.com/ro/article/mgadz3/studii-etnobotanice-103
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being in Spain, another hanging around the main train station after his mother’s death and only 

two having managed to recover and rehab with the help of their families. 

The picture above shows the scene when the men go to purchase more ethnobotanicals. 

While they wait for their friend, four of them mix other substances – but one of them is missing 

a needle: 

Cocoș: “It’s okay, I’ll give you mine.” 

Grasu: “Are you sure it’s fine to do it like this?” 

Cocoș: “WTF, don’t you trust me? I’m not doing drugs with just anyone…”  

Lipici: “Not really…” 

Spionu: “Dude, don’t make him trip for nothing!” 

Cocoș: “You know, you don’t have to do it…” 

Grasu: “Give me, man, I wanna try!” 

The illustration portrays vividly the interactions in a context where people consumed the 

new drugs, using the specific wording of peer pressure, that would condemn someone to getting 

infected. One of the patients, Costel, was a 30-year-old man who grew up in Cyprus with his 

mother and a stepfather, who he was not in good terms with. He told me about how his mother 

sent him back to Romania when he was 14, to stay with his grandparents, and how he started 

using heroin at the age of 15. His voice was shaky and hoarse, low, almost breaking up as he 

was answering my questions. Sometimes, his answers were fast and rushed, as if he wanted to 

change the subject, but he told me the story of how he thinks he contracted HIV: “I was with a 

boy, and he was shooting legals. And I was shooting heroin. And he says: ‘Dude, do you wanna 

share legals?’ I say ‘Oh, do it, let me see how they are, ‘cause I heard it’s… it’s good’. And he 

combined them and gave me the syringe. He gave me his, ‘cause mine was fuller” (Costel, 30). 

A somewhat different story of introduction to the drug use was told to me by Eugen, who 

had a very well-paying job, and said that he was tempted into the drug use by the drug dealers: 

“People on the side… ‘Look at how much money they’re making’… And the way drug dealers 

are, right? ‘Let’s see, man, how we can get these hooked, to give them stuff, because look at 

how much money they have’… And I joined this goddamned dance7” (Eugen, 33).  

This sort of method would be employed generally by drug dealers, who would give one shot 

for free to start the addiction and then, when the client would return for more, they would ask 

for money. The addiction would drive the users to sell or give away everything they owned:  

 
7 “Am intrat în hora asta nenorocită”. Hora “is a traditional Romanian folk dance where the dancers hold each 

other’s hands” in a circle, and the circle spins (Wikipedia). The phrase “Am intrat în horă” (I entered the hora) 

means that someone joined a certain trend, while having the feeling of no end. 
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today I jacked up a little, tomorrow a little, the day after tomorrow a little, one gets to addiction… And… 

Finally, I left my job… All the money I had gathered went just like that… My brother and myself agreed 

‘let’s sell, cause there’s nothing left to do’, where do you get the jacking up from, if you don’t sell? (Eugen, 

33).  

Because of the lack of money, the change from heroin to legals was fairly swift for many 

people:  

so that I wouldn’t shoot up heroin, because I was injecting quite a lot, I mean, I was shooting up for about 

3-4 million [~ 80-100 euro] a day. And I wasn’t really producing any more money. And those [the legals] 

were 20 lei [~ 5 euro] when they came out […]. And So I started using legals, but when I was using legals, 

I wasn’t going home, I was staying on the streets… Now it’s the same, if I use, I don’t go home no more, 

I don’t know why. I stay on the streets. I miss from home by months, not one or two days. By months, and 

I have a family… (Viorel, 30).  

Drugs never come alone 

One day, I was at the hospital without the other volunteers from the NGO, and I was in the 

nurses’ room, preparing to go to see if I could interview another patient, when one of the nurses 

came in saying they had found that someone was trying to sneak in drugs. There was a small 

package of cannabis, as well as a pack of ethnobotanical powders, both folded multiple times 

in aluminium foil. They had been introduced through a small crack in the bread that was in the 

package brought to a patient and they would have gone unnoticed if the guards would not have 

been experienced and would not have checked the package.  

Through this project, I ended up learning about a large variety of drugs present on the market, 

and of ways of using, but that came as well with learning about the things that come together 

with the drug use. Depending on the quantity of the drug consumed, of the way it was consumed 

(swallowed, smoked, snorted, injected), one would be predisposed to certain deriving health 

issues. Considering the target population, namely people without regular incomes, the quality 

of the purchased drugs would be proportionate with their prices, therefore impure concocts 

with added powder poisonous substances, dust, and other scrapes. The most common version 

of drug consumption I heard of among my respondents at the time of my fieldwork was 

combining the powder of legals – or the ball of heroin – with liquid, for injecting, as they had 

progressively changed the methods of use. After a longer period of drug abuse via injecting 

intravenously, all the various substances present in legals and the balls of heroin would damage 

the blood veins, causing them to stiffen up, so either blood testing or continuation of 
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intravenous drug use would be severely obstructed. Therefore, many users would proceed with 

intramuscular injections, causing their tissues to gangrene because of the same impurities found 

in those drugs. 

One affliction that would be found among the IDUs, and my focus in this thesis, was the 

HIV infection, caused either by exchange of needles among users, or by sexual contact with 

someone infected. Depending on the afflicted person’s immunity, lifestyle, or their ability to 

identify health issues and then get in contact with health providers, the infection would damage 

their immune systems, leaving them vulnerable to more illnesses, also called opportunistic 

infections (such as cryptococcal meningitis, toxoplasmosis, pneumonia) and certain cancers 

like Kaposi’s Sarcoma. 

One research conducted by the National Institute of Infectious Diseases “Prof. Dr. Matei 

Balș” shows the numbers of people living with HIV in Romania across time, children and 

adults. The graph shown below emphasises the two big waves of infection in the country, one 

among children and one among adults. 

Figure 2 Graph showing the incidence of HIV cases among adults and children between 1992-2018. The red 

dotted line represents the cases in children. The yellow dotted line represents the cases in adults. There are two 
visible waves, one among children between 1994 and 2003, and one among adults after 2010. Source: 
Compartment for Monitoring and Evaluation of HIV/AIDS Infection in Romania INBI ‘Prof. Dr. M. Balș’ 
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At the same time, the National Antidrug Agency in Romania presents an increase in HIV 

infections among the IDUs starting with 2009, around the same period as the expansion of 

ethnobotanicals on the Romanian market. 

For those staying on the streets or in abandoned houses, in precarious conditions, together 

with other users, another problem would arise, also enabled by the low immunity caused by 

the HIV infection: tuberculosis. Tuberculosis (TB), hepatitis B and hepatitis C are common co-

infections of HIV. Especially in Romania, tuberculosis is still a health risk and a widespread 

disease, with the highest rates in Europe (ECDC, 2019), therefore the spread among HIV-

positive homeless people is more common as well: 

It’s cumulative problems, they’re predisposed to tuberculosis ‘cause they live with others who have 

tuberculosis, and in Ferentari there’s plenty that have untreated tuberculosis and then they get it from one 

another. So it’s not just HIV. And then the fact that they’re taking legals, the “legal drugs” are going on 

the CD4 cell, as does HIV. […] So the HIV is affecting the numbers of the CD4 cells and then these “legal 

drugs” are also attacking these cells, taking their numbers even lower (Dalia, social worker). 

As Dalia emphasised, the immunity system is attacked not only by HIV, but also by the 

legals. This combination makes the IDUs more prone to different diseases, and small afflictions 

become more serious and problematic, needing hospitalisation. One develops more easily 

pneumonia or other airborne conditions than the healthy population. 

Eugen was very bitter looking back on the start of his life with HIV, blaming the politicians 

in power at the time for having legalised the spice shops and thus facilitating the new wave of 

HIV and the multitude of diseases that came with it: “Very few were the ones to resist not to 

shoot up. And all of us that jacked up got sick. With HIV, our lungs, all kinds of diseases” 

(Eugen, 33). 

Another person that reflected on the effects of legals on their acquaintances was Viorel, who 

told me how he was left with no friends, as they had all died, and he blamed the legals for their 

Figure 3 Chart showing the rates of HIV incidence among IDUs between 2004 and 2011. There is visible an increase starting 
with 2009. Source: NAA. 
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deaths: “And I had… about ten friends. Oh, one is still alive, but we don’t stay in touch, cause 

he’s two months at home and five in prison. That’s all, the rest… Have all died. In five or six 

years they all died. On the streets, in the hospital… From legals” (Viorel, 30). 

Hepatitis C (HCV) is another virus that is leaving a mark on the injection drug users, as there 

is no vaccine for it as there is for the Hepatitis A or Hepatitis B viruses. There is, however, 

treatment, but it is only effective in approximately 50% of the patients infected with HCV 

genotype 1 (prevalent in Europe, Central Africa and North America) and it is not tolerated by 

the rest (Yu and Chiang, 2010). Therefore, it is, by many accounts, more dangerous than HIV, 

as the latter has available treatment with different schemes, which can help people keep 

relatively normal lifestyles. Moreover, the Hepatitis C virus is more common among the 

injection drug users than HIV or Hepatitis B virus.  

In Romania, tuberculosis (TB) is still an infection with a high risk of transmission, especially 

among vulnerable groups touched by poverty, but it is also facilitated by the presence of 

HIV/AIDS, which, if not treated, can allow for the presence of opportunistic infections. The 

IDUs are considered non-adherent patients, which means they do not adapt well to the 

antiretroviral treatment. If the antiretroviral treatment is not taken constantly, and breaks occur, 

the virus becomes resistant to that treatment scheme, and the patient needs to change to a new 

treatment scheme. Moreover, some patients might have different reactions to certain medicines, 

limiting the number of antiretroviral schemes they can be on. For the IDUs that live on the 

streets, that means that they are not seen as eligible for the treatment, because they do not live 

in environments that can help them create a routine around the medicine they need. 

Figure 4 Chart showing the rates of HBV, HCV and HIV infections in IDUs admitted to specialised 
treatment services. Compared data, 2004-2019 (%). The HCV rates are marked by the red line, 
emphasising higher levels of HCV infection that of HBV or HIV infections. Source: NAA. 
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Moyer and Hardon discuss what living with HIV is like, arguing for the exceptionality of 

the virus in how it is treated and how it affects the lives of those infected, as they find the 

concept of “continuous uncertainty” valuable. According to them, living with a chronic disease 

is only possible for those who manage to make meaning of their lives after diagnosis, whereas 

those who have unstable lives cannot thrive and continue their meaning making: “Continuous 

uncertainty in relation to drug supplies, food availability, work opportunities, housing, social 

support systems, and family life prevent people from leading a normal life with HIV” (Moyer 

and Hardon, 2014, p. 267). They continue by mentioning the highlight of structural inequalities 

shaping lives with HIV by other medical anthropologists and emphasize how “neither medical 

nor technical fixes will solve the political, economic, and social problems that continue to 

characterize HIV in the twenty-first century” (Moyer and Hardon, 2014, p.267). 

A similar situation exists in Ukraine, where the IDUs face both drug-related risks, but also 

different biological risks, like infections and diseases, which they cannot influence or control: 

“Arguably the most perilous of these is TB, a bacterial infection that can be extremely difficult 

to treat and is endemic in Ukraine” (Carroll, 2019, p.44). She goes on to describe how the 

mycobacterium interacts with HIV. One makes the body more susceptible to the other, but they 

also accelerate the development of each other towards advanced disease. She emphasises how 

poverty, prison systems and unstable healthcare systems have contributed to the increase in 

tuberculosis incidence among drug users in Eastern Europe (Carroll, 2019). 

Moreover, tuberculosis remains the main cause of mortality among people with an 

HIV/AIDS infection: “The overlap has resulted in the phrase ‘two diseases, one patient’ to 

remind health workers that although health services may be administered by separate disease 

control programs, they may be treating the same patient” (Adams and Woelk, 2014, p.261). 

Eugen first found out about his HIV-positive status in 2014, when he checked in to a hospital 

in Bucharest in order to sign up to the Methadone program. He believes he was infected after 

2010, when the NPS were legalised, being found everywhere. At the time, he was very thin, 

and as he was at hospital, he had his blood taken for analysis. The doctor there sent him to the 

hospital he was at now, to retake the blood tests but also to another hospital, to operate on a 

ganglion-like formation. The surgeon there told Eugen that two options were possible: 

ganglionic tuberculosis or cancer. Three days later the result came as ganglionic tuberculosis, 

a form of tuberculosis common enough among the drug users living on the streets. He then 

came to the hospital where I met him, and stayed for two months interned, taking 14 pills and 

an injected medicine every morning, fighting back against the TB so that the other smaller 
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ganglions retreated. But he stopped the treatment after he went home, so police came looking 

for him:  

Why? Because people with TB, we are ecological bombs. You get up the tram, if you coughed three times, 

out of ten people you got three sick. This is TB. It’s the most dangerous. So they came because I didn’t go 

to take my treatment. And they took me to the centre I was receiving my treatment from. And I said ‘Doctor, 

I made a mistake, forgive me, I’ll take my treatment’ and she said ‘Come and take it, cause you’re playing, 

and you’re not only playing with your health, think about the fact that you’re playing with the health of 

those around you. You’ll get people sick and wake up in prison because you infected en masse. Don’t play 

with this, this is not a game. You get your treatment, come now and then for a test and we’ll see how it 

evolves (Eugen, 33).  

As Eugen mentions above, the problem of tuberculosis is a very serious one, as it can spread 

fast, and people would not suspect anything from one’s cough. The year of 2020 changed that 

context a little, as people are now wearier about their respiratory problems. But otherwise, the 

issue of tuberculosis stays as a still-not-solved-problem, even though there is treatment for it. 

But many other factors are involved into the treatment of those affected. As with HIV, the TB 

treatment requires a stability and routine, as well as accessibility, which might become an issue 

if the person is not medically insured. Moreover, similarly to the HIV treatment, follow-

through of the treatment for tuberculosis is important, as otherwise the bacteria can develop 

resistance. This has already happened before, leaving people struggling with multi-drug 

resistant tuberculosis, which becomes also more dangerous for the general population, as 

containment can and treatment become futile. 

In 2015, Eugen was arrested, so he had some tests taken in prison and nothing came up, 

leading to him only receiving his HIV treatment, but less care was shown in such matters, with 

the staff disregarding the personal antiretroviral treatment scheme, and the patients receiving 

whatever pills were available, with no possibility of protesting, no matter of the side effects of 

the pills: “Well, who to argue with and who to… (scoffs) That’s that. But I took the pill. Every 

day. Whether I was eating or not, I was taking the treatment. That’s how it was” (Eugen, 33). 

Petru told me of a different issue that comes with the use of drugs. He was a 35-year-old 

man, although he looked ten years older than his age. He had started using drugs at the age of 

13, which had left an imprint on him. He was the first one I was introduced to and that had 

agreed to talk to me, but he ended up being the fourth person I interviewed. At first, he was not 

feeling well, so he asked if we could talk the following day. The next day, when I visited, he 

was sleeping, and the nurses told me he was not feeling well still. This was before the weekend, 

so I returned the next week, only to find out he had been moved to the Intensive Care Unit 
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during the weekend, where he had a fast recovery, because he was back on his feet, more jovial 

than I had seen him before, joking with the other patients. His legs and hands were swollen the 

first days, but receded while he was checked in. I learned later on that the swelling was caused 

by infections occurring because of the injected drugs. When I asked him if he was ready to talk 

then, he asked for a bit more time, so I went and asked someone else instead, and went out to 

the canteen to have the interview. When we returned, Petru told me he could join me then for 

the interview. I suspected his change of mind was due to the prospect of going out of the 

“Extension”, which was not possible otherwise for the patients checked inside there. During 

our interview, he was speaking with an almost guilty voice, closing on words. He told me about 

the infections and issues appearing from the injection of ethnobotanicals: 

But it’s terrible… And many with the legs, with all that… From the legals. (Injected in the legs?) Yes. I 

don’t know what substances they put in these legals, ‘cause I don’t know… It makes holes. I’m over that 

now. I bandaged myself, I kept myself from shooting up the legs… Thank God… I had some holes myself 

too… I was injecting and… they were turning into holes, as in, it burns you. It turns into a blister. That 

blister breaks and turns into a big wound… There are many that – a boy died, he had worms in his legs… 

Which don’t get treated. I, for example, even on the street, when I was, I had two drops of water, I was 

washing myself, I was getting my Betadine from Z., and the sterile compresses, and I was washing and 

patching myself… I saw with my own eyes worms in the legs of those on Ferentari, there. Well, with the 

filthy… I mean, not filthy, it sticks to the clothes and they don’t wash, they don’t… They only get drugged 

in that place there… It’s… a very hard life there… Now, what I heard, they shoot up heroin with legals. 

That’s why they die one after another (Petru, 35). 

What Petru shows here is one of the issues that appear as a result of injecting legals. Besides 

the product itself, which is filled with different impure substances, the environment in which 

people inject is not a sterile one, bringing forth all kinds of infections and conditions. Petru 

also mentions Ferentari, an ill-famed neighbourhood, where most people that do not live there 

avoid it. The neighbourhood is marked by poverty affecting the living conditions. Certain areas 

have apartment buildings without basic facilities as running water and heating, while big 

families live in one-room apartments, which were designed for the single factory workers that 

moved to Bucharest during the industrialisation period of communism, or in fabricated houses 

near such buildings. According to many of my respondents, Ferentari is one of the central spots 

of drug dealing in Bucharest: 

That’s where the base is… That’s where, I don’t know how to tell you, have you seen how it is at the 

market, onions, potatoes, how the old ladies say ‘Come on, won’t you take some spring onions?’. Only 
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traffickers and traffickers and traffickers. So no, not even the police can stop them. Only the masked men8, 

when they come, it’s 40-50 cars. And only with those guns… That stops them. Otherwise, if police comes 

from these sections… Oh my, they throw with stuff at them, ‘Fuck off from here’, oh my, what’s there… 

A disaster […] On the alley, that’s how it’s called. On The Alley. Right at the school. At the school, the 

street takes a turn, and immediately, at the end of the street is the entrance, and it’s right there. But I haven’t 

seen, I don’t know how those kids there don’t get sick, ‘cause… Needles, everything on the ground, there, 

if you ever go there… You’ll get scared. But during the night it’s total silence. During the day! During the 

day it’s so much agitation… Police also stops you… ‘Where are you going?’ ‘To get treatment’ (Petru, 

35). 

As Petru shows, the environment in the neighbourhood is a precarious one, facilitating 

spreading of infections, as well as drug use in an area already hit by poverty. Moreover, as he 

says, people combine heroin with legals for more highs, leading them to getting sick or 

overdosing. 

One day in July 2019, I was with T., one of the volunteers from the NGO in the hospital, to 

see if patients needed anything. We usually visited the “extension” wing, where the IDUs were 

kept, but some of them were sometimes transferred downstairs, in the intensive care unit, 

because their state would worsen and they would require more assistance. One of the patients, 

Andrei, had returned to the hospital the day before because of serious stomach aches, after 

having been checked out only two days prior. I had seen him the day he checked in, when he 

was given a room but could not even change to the hospital clothes, as he was feeling too sick.  

That day when T. and I arrived together, the nurse told us he had been moved to the intensive 

care. We proceeded to the room he had been placed in, and we found him alone in a three-beds-

room towards the end of the corridor, looking very pale. He did not seem to acknowledge our 

presence, as he looked weak and as if he was falling in and out of sleep, but that was sometimes 

the usual state of the patients in the intensive care, as they are on treatment that might make 

them lethargic, so we asked him if he needed us to bring him something for hygiene. He did 

not answer. T. asked him if he knew who we were. No answer still. That was when we noticed 

he was laying on top of the sheet that was supposed to cover him, so my colleague covered him 

with the thin sheet, just in case he might have felt cold. She made one more attempt at drawing 

his attention. To us, it looked like he did not acknowledge our presence in the room. He 

stretched his hand towards the side of the bed, looking like he was trying to grasp thin air, 

 
8 “Mascații”, in Romanian, refers to the special police unit, of agents with masks, helmets, and other protective 

gear, as they are prepared to deal with dangerous situations. It can be either the Gendarmerie, which are also more 

commonly seen on the streets, either the “Intervention and Special Actions Service” (“Serviciul pentru Intervenții 

și Acțiuni Speciale” – SIAS). Commonly, they are referred to as “the masked men”. 
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gazing lost in the distance. After a few eerie seconds in which we were both confused and 

shocked by what we were witnessing, we slowly left the room. We thought it might be 

substance effect, so we tried to not give the incident much thought. We told a nurse he did not 

seem well, and we continued with our visit to the extension wing. The second day when we 

arrived at the hospital, we learned that Andrei had died a few hours after we had left. 

And that was very possibly a similar order of events for the IDU patients, as many times 

they would be brought to the hospital with withdrawal symptoms, or feeling sick from other 

infections, and their state would worsen suddenly, requiring intensive care. I would hear of this 

situation happening once or twice during my time at the hospital, with patients’ health suddenly 

plummeting, but the patients mostly recovered and things would go better from then on for the 

rest of their stays. But sometimes, there would not be any return from the intensive care.  

The streets: when strangers become your family 

The network of peers would not have just mean introducing others to the drug world, but would 

operate also as a helping network, with people knowing each other and helping each other when 

needed. Philippe Bourgois and Jeffrey Schonberg talk about the “moral economy of sharing” 

among heroin users in San Francisco in Righteous Dopefiend (2009). From sharing injection 

equipment, to helping one when sick and to buying and sharing the heroin, members within the 

social network would use such activities to reinforce their relations and boundaries of the said 

network. 

I noticed within my nightly visits in the field, when I would join the NGO team in giving 

packages to the drug users and homeless, such examples of relations reiterated by the sharing 

of materials and substances. On one hand, there would be quarrels among people within the 

same group because one would take all the profits from various activities held during the day 

(begging, trading, selling, stealing) and would buy substances without planning on sharing, 

thus attracting the disapproval of the other members. On the other hand, when we reached them 

offering the packages (containing needles, sterile materials, food, clothing or hygiene products) 

and something would run out, the ones who had received already would calm the others, 

promising to share what they had.  

My fieldwork was done around Bucharest, and although there are many vulnerable zones in 

the capital, two places in particular came up within my interviews and observations. The first 

one was the city centre, which, as for everyone else, is the main gathering place for people 

from all corners of the city. The second one was Ferentari, which, as I mentioned earlier, is a 
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neighbourhood in the outskirts of the city, where many people belonging to vulnerable groups 

live. Many of those living there are Romani, an ethnic minority facing high levels of 

discrimination in Romania, from other citizens as well as from representatives of institutions 

in Romania. All these factors contribute to the high vulnerability and separation of these 

groups, which creates a community centred around exclusion from others and in-group 

interaction for reciprocal help. These types of relations result as well in a vicious cycle for 

those who do not have any means for leaving the area and the way of living instilled by poverty 

in that neighbourhood. 

Doru’s case 

I met Doru one day in June 2019, during a visit around the hospital. He had arrived the day 

before and was in physical pain from withdrawal. He was a special case, had been put on a 

Methadone program and had managed to clear out from using legals. He had reached the point 

of being an example for others on how one’s destiny can turn around from being in need of 

help to being involved in helping others. But then, he relapsed.  

I first heard of him during an interview in 2018. He was being hospitalised. At the time I did 

not know him, so I did not pay much attention to the information, as it was not connected to 

my Bachelor’s thesis, which was focused on the children living with HIV. Then, one year or 

so later, during my fieldwork in 2019, I met him. I was together with one of the social workers 

from the NGO, visiting the patients, when we reached one of the big rooms (hosting five beds), 

where Doru was laying in the middle bed, next to the wall. There were three more people in 

that room, one to his right, next to the door, one to his left, and a third one next to the window. 

He was not feeling well, as it was the first day in the hospital and he was in withdrawal, but he 

was calm. The social worker asked Doru where he had been, how was he (typical questions, as 

all the “regulars” were getting), and if he needed anything. In summary, to me, he looked like 

any other patient, tired, worn out from the drugs’ effects, wearing pyjamas, so I did not pay 

much attention.  

A few days later, I visited in the weekend. It was a Saturday, so I took advantage of the fact 

that doctors were not present, that way I could interview someone without being interrupted by 

a medical visit. I could not find anyone that would be available for a full-length interview, so I 

ended up walking around and seeing how the patients were doing. As I was talking to one of 

the women hospitalised, Doru came to the door of her room and asked me if I could get a nurse 

to check him out of the hospital. As I directed myself to the exit, he grew increasingly angry, 

so I alerted the nurse about his state and request, to which the nurse replied that only the 
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responsible doctor could do it when they came back on Monday, but they also did not want to 

discharge him as they knew he was going to get drugs. Since I knew I was in no position to 

influence the situation as a student, I left.  

After that incident, the nurses were saying the following week that he became more 

aggressive, until they had to discharge him the same night. The next Friday, he was back to the 

hospital, wailing because of pain. His roommates were complaining about him being extremely 

loud and not letting anyone sleep. When we came back the next Tuesday, we found out he had 

died on Saturday, one day after his arrival. His roommates were talking about it, expressing 

how he had died of a natural death, in his sleep. Another week later, during our Wednesday 

field activity, everyone in the city talked about his death. He was known by everyone, no matter 

where in Bucharest we were and who we were talking to. It made me realise that it was all a 

community and that people generally know each other, even if, in theory, they belong to 

different groups. 

   

*** 

 

Peers can help each other, but most of the times the environment of the streets makes people 

act defensive – turning automatically on the survival mentality, in which one is either prey or 

predator. Robert Desjarlais (1997) speaks in Shelter Blues: Sanity and Selfhood Among the 

Homeless of homeless women’s experiences with living on the streets, especially about fear 

and isolation, not being able to sleep, fearing for one’s life and integrity, while having to deal 

with medical issues in a very exposed environment. Such situations can push someone to 

consume drugs, so that one can manage to cope with the environment.  

Adelina, a woman in her 40s, told me of her experience, of how her father lost the value of 

half of the house to gambling and sold the other half to move to Spain to start a business, 

leaving her and her brothers to take care of their mother. Eventually, she started using heroin 

and then cocaine through her partner, with whom she also moved to Spain, to clear off drugs, 

but then relapsed and started doing various crimes, from stealing, to dealing and assault, which 

amounted and led to her imprisonment and then expulsion back to Romania:  

Once in Romania, I had nowhere to stay, ‘cause you know my dad had sold the house, I did not have 

money, I sat on a bench in a park, you know, and the first thing I did, what do you think I did? I went to 

drugs. I had, in prison, about six months already in which I was not using anymore. I had left the drugs, I 

had left the methadone, I had left everything, I was very well when I came to the country. But nowhere to 
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stay, you know what it means to stay, a sober person, without consuming alcohol, you can’t even sleep on 

the streets… (Adelina, 40).  

This story of vulnerability is a recurring one among people’s stories, even if the vulnerability 

part is not specifically mentioned. Not only is it present as a cause to the drug use, but it is 

perpetuated by different factors, once the use is commenced. Thus, once someone starts using 

drugs, they are bound to enter a vicious cycle that will most likely keep them using, unless 

there is a powerful support network around them.  

Eugen presents a different perspective from Adelina, of returning home and the relation to 

drug consumption, as a trigger to withdrawal symptoms: 

I left in 2009, I left to Spain, having the sicknesses9 like that, as I left, I struggled there for about three 

weeks, until the withdrawal symptoms were gone, I got employed in Spain, all good, after one year, I had 

a whim, I got into a fight with my brother, who was already there, and I came back home. And, you see, 

the human brain. When it landed – so after one year – when the plane landed, I started feeling sick (Eugen, 

33). 

The withdrawal symptoms can be varied and particular for each person, but as in the 

introduction to consumption case, one can be kept in the same state of addiction also by their 

peers, who will always continue to ask their friends if they want to try something new, or if 

they want to go buy some drugs together and so on. Petru told me first of this occurrence, 

considering it a sign of bad intention from the others:  

Well, when they see you well, then… But when they see you sick, as in, for example, when you’re in 

withdrawal and you’re begging and you’re on the street. To see you feeling sick, ‘come on, let’s give you 

some, so you can get better, so you won’t feel sick’. Hell no. If I get out of the hospital now and they see 

me doing well and all, and I meet one of them… ‘What’s up?’ ‘Nothing much, I came from the hospital’. 

It’s like they WANT to hurt you. ‘Won’t you come in Ferentari? Come on, it’s on me, three or four 

cigarettes’ (Petru, 35).  

Similarly, when I asked him about the prospect of giving up on drugs, Rareș told me he could 

do it by his own ambition, his own will, and gave me as an example his former success in not 

using for two years, until he met a friend that invited him to try some new substances and thus 

he started again, so his solution would be to move out of the country, to avoid meeting anyone 

that could tempt him back into the drug use. 

 
9 Răuri = lit. sicknesses. The term is used by the drug users to describe the withdrawal symptoms, coming from 

the phrase “Mi-e rău” (I’m feeling sick), which can mean nausea or multiple symptoms, in these cases: bone pains, 

headaches, nausea, irritability and so on. 
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This idea of peers becoming obstacles for each other in the attempt of bettering themselves 

is found as well in Terézia Nagy’s work, where she speaks of homeless people’s experiences 

in post-soviet Hungary, specifically about the effort of leaving their environments: “homeless 

people usually state that escape from their circumstances is considerably hindered by many of 

their fellows. […] Soon any changes in lifestyle are lost; an ‘achiever’ will find themselves 

back on the street again within a few weeks” (2009, p.220). This perception is common in the 

view of those living on the streets, as a reification of the view that on the streets one must fight 

for themselves and trust no one.  

Thus, there is an alternation, between the competition existent amongst those on the street 

and the community feeling created by knowing everyone in the same situation as oneself. As 

within a blood family, relations can be complicated and varied from one degree of relating to 

the other, so on the streets, the network of those more vulnerable can vary in the type of 

relations they can have with each other.  

Along my interviews it became clear that a strong support network was a key element in 

helping stop one’s addiction, and the lack of helpful family members or other support peers – 

as well as the loneliness resulted from it – was another cause of relapse into the drug use: 

As soon as we encounter trouble, something upsetting, or so… I don’t know, our only relief, that’s where 

we see the solution. In drugs. That’s how I see it. Cause, you know, it’s not like anyone is tying you up 

with the syringe, giving you drugs, right? We ourselves go to get drugged. Why? Can’t tell. Well, in my 

case it’s also about loneliness and… I’m not talking to my brother, dad’s in another city, mom is six feet 

under, granny’s dead, the entourage… what entourage? You’re good only when you have stuff and give 

away… (Eugen, 33).  

Viorel’s case 

Viorel’s story speaks a lot about the issue of having a support network and the visibility of the 

homeless and drug users at the same time. I first met him in the hospital, as he was the second 

person I attempted to interview, but ended up being the sixth, as he had to leave the hospital 

for three days, to go to the judicial court for a matter related to theft. He was a 30-year-old 

short and small-boned man, a very quiet, timid person, who looked happy to help by sharing 

his life’s story, and moreover, who was worried that I would be upset if we were to postpone 

our interview. He was generally trying not to trouble people too much. 

He started using drugs around the age of 15, as he had money, having worked along with his 

dad since he was younger. At around 15 years old, he started with a cigarette, under the 

influence of a friend who lived nearby, and soon turned to injecting gradual quantities, until 
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the ethnobotanicals came out. And, as he was quoted before, the legals were cheaper than 

heroin, and therefore were more accessible for someone who was not gaining as much money 

anymore. But once he started using legals, he would not go home to his family, but stay on the 

streets for months instead. He also had an older brother who had died at the age of 26 because 

of the drug use, in the same hospital he was being checked into.  

Viorel knew of his HIV-positive status since around 2014, when he started feeling unwell 

and went to get blood tests. After that, he was fired from his job in a repair service, because 

they were working with blades. He was not sure whether he had acquired the virus from a past 

partner or from a possible needle exchange, both ways of transmission being very common.  

From the interview, a strong bond with his mother came through, as he told me about how 

he started using legals and how that affected his daily life. He was initially just losing a day or 

two away from home, but gradually he remained on the streets, with friends, sleeping in parks, 

in buildings basements, in the sewers, begging, in order to be able to get drugs. He was 

spending time around an area where his mom worked, so she tried to help him as much as 

possible given the situation:  

Her colleagues were seeing me… She was coming after me, poor thing, day after day, and I wasn’t 

responding, so she would leave next to me some food, money, cigarettes. So that I wouldn’t steal them. 

And after she was leaving, of course I was taking them. Now… She’s taking care of me. She’s tired of it, 

poor thing, she says: ‘This is the last time when I’m looking for you…’ Cause she took me off the streets 

many times. A few times… Four or five times, she came all the way here, to the hospital… She comes 

every other day… I created tons of problems for her… I was stealing… And now everything has come 

together (Viorel, 30).  

Viorel and his mother had to pay back for a lot of the things he had done while under the drug 

influence, either for the mediator or the costs of the stolen things, so that he would not end up 

in prison. His monthly health allowance and pension would be used for this for more than one 

year, but sometimes it would not be enough, thus needing his mother’s help. 

He also spoke of how he experienced the ethnobotanicals, of the withdrawal symptoms and 

effects of the drugs:  

I don’t know, they give you a pleasurable state, about half an hour, an hour… You’re searching for stuff 

on the ground, for example, if you find money once, then that’s it, after you shot up, you’re gonna continue 

looking on the ground, head down, cause maybe you’ll find money. Others go looking in the trash… I also 

had a panic about the police. Cause I had stolen something from somewhere, and then I was only going 

around looking over my shoulder, I thought I was being followed. And you get this bad panic… Others 

were different, they were climbing on cars, if you get a larger dose… You can’t judge anymore… And… 
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With the legals, if you shot up once, you gotta do it continuously. It’s not like heroin, you shoot up now 

and then tonight. But you gotta use. If you’re left without, you’re going crazy. You’re going mad, to make 

money… You don’t really get the sicknesses, like with heroin. Just that… If you don’t shoot up, you eat. 

If you shoot up, you don’t eat. This is ‘the sicknesses’… But you get sick, from legals you get sick. Because 

you don’t eat, so you get sick… (Viorel, 30).  

At the time of our interview, he was living with his mother and three other brothers, while his 

sister was somewhere else, married. Having been off drugs for about half a year, he was feeling 

better, going on walks with one of his brothers and his partner, but otherwise not going out 

anymore. The hospital was his way out, the fact that he was in intensive care in the hospital for 

four months helped get him through the withdrawal period and thus quit using: “I still dream 

of them, indeed, I still do. A few days ago, I dreamt that I was getting drugged, I thought I still 

had some. And I woke up to go get a shot. But no… This is from the ‘sicknesses’, as they’re 

called. But otherwise, I don’t have the sicknesses anymore” (Viorel, 30). He was afraid, though, 

about falling back into using, as he did have one or two attempts at injecting, but did not manage 

because the insulin needle he had been offered was not able to penetrate the veins, too affected 

by the drugs, and he did not have anywhere to purchase a 2ml syringe from.  

Viorel’s family was the main reason he kept off drugs: “It’s thanks to them that I don’t get 

drugged anymore. Because I’m ashamed of them. It’s not the first time they look for me in the 

hospitals and… […] But I don’t leave alone from here and I don’t come alone” (Viorel, 30).  

Vulnerability on the streets 

One Wednesday night in May, when I was with the NGO team in the field, it started raining 

soon after we left the meeting place. The rain turned quickly into a storm, which became an 

obstacle in meeting all the usual clients. Most of them could not possibly have known what 

time we would arrive, and the end of May can still have cold nights in Romania, which meant 

the storm was quite cold. In fact, that night we stayed out until around 2:00 in the morning, less 

time than usual, because of the storm hindering our work. 

After realising that we could not work in the pouring rain, nor could we keep the others 

out in the rain, waiting, we changed the tactics. We stopped the car on a back street in the city 

centre, right before a big meeting point, where we would need over 10 packages on a usual 

night. Me and the other volunteer, both on the backseats, grabbed the boxes from the back of 

the van, bringing them close to us, and started preparing the packages. In another context, we 

would have not done this, because when it came to needles, the clients did not trust us and 
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wanted to make sure they got the right amount. But considering that lightnings and thunders 

were increasing in frequency, we had to work fast and swiftly, in order to keep everyone safe. 

Soon, twenty packages were waiting to be delivered. 

Meanwhile, M., the NGO director, and Z., one of the social workers, were planning the 

route and calling those they had in their contacts list, giving them approximate times of arrival, 

so they would not wait for too long. It also meant we went directly to people’s sleeping places, 

whether it was abandoned houses, or the back of an apartment building. Most of those we 

encountered were underdressed for the weather and looked scared. I felt their fear with every 

thunder that was shaking the nightscape, even though I was protected, inside the van.  

The NGO had a few recurring clients, among which one couple was more notable in 

my eyes. Even though there were several romantic couples, they most of the times felt as if 

they were being connected only by the drug use, as most of the ones I met were sex workers in 

relationships with their handlers. But these two, Mihaela and Ionuț, were somewhat different, 

at least to an outsider, they seemed to have a different kind of relationship. She would usually 

be the angrier one and would be more reactive to various interactions with others, whereas he 

would be the more calm and polite one, trying to keep a balance, and to appease everyone.  

In the city centre, we also met Mihaela and Ionuț, who Z. had called to announce our 

arrival. We had a hard time finding them at first, but then Ionuț appeared on the street and 

directed us to the back of a ten-floor building. There, at the trash room entrance, was a little 

space, sheltered from the rain and wind, where they had cardboards set on the ground, together 

with one backpack, where they had their belongings.  

We stopped a little to talk to them. Z. was surprised they did not have the sleeping 

mattresses anymore, which they had received at the beginning of May. They mentioned how 

they had left them hidden one day, but when they returned, someone else had already found 

and took the mattresses as theirs. Then, all of a sudden, a lightning struck, followed close by 

the thunder, making it feel like we were in the middle of the storm. Ionuț jumped back and 

hunched next to the building wall, startled by it, as Mihaela reassured him in a stern voice that 

it will be fine.  

We gave them what they needed and left on our way to the next people. I could not stop 

myself from thinking back to that moment and wonder what I would have done if put in the 

same situation. Whenever there is a storm, one thinks of how to get home the fastest way 

possible. But so many of my respondents had no place to call home, where they could feel 

protected. 
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“The Ministry of Disease”: IDUs and structural violence 

“It is said that no one truly knows a nation until 

one has been inside its jails. A nation should not 

be judged by how it treats its highest citizens, but 

its lowest ones.”  

– Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela 

Identity and debt 

One of our clients can be of Roma ethnicity, IDU, sex worker, can be at the same time MSM, can be 

homeless, HIV positive, maybe have TB, can be a woman, very important, or a young woman, a minor. 

And if you’re a young woman – well, you’re no longer MSM, but you can be a part of the rest of the 

categories (P., social worker). 

Many of the problems faced by my respondents were in relation to one of the higher 

representatives of institutions. The first thing I noticed was when I was in the streets with the 

NGO team. The gendarmerie were stopping by at every group of sex workers, to give them 

their fine for the night – or at least until midnight, when the shift was changing, so another 

gendarmerie team would pass by them again to give them another fine. One night, we 

encountered one team of the gendarmerie and got to some workers ahead of them, so when 

they eventually arrived, I could hear one of them greeting the girls with a “Did you get your 

fine for tonight yet?”, said in a mocking tone. Later, during a lecture within the Summer Camp 

I attended, an older sex worker would tell us how many patrols per night would come to give 

them fines and how many times they would be compelled to sign reports “in white”, in which 

the accusation was written after. The same fate would be experienced also by “parking men”10 

 
10 The “parking men” (or women, although men are more often seen doing the job) would spend their day in 

different parking lots and would help people looking for a spot to park by giving them directions and indications. 

It is generally known that they expect some sort of monetary compensation in exchange for their services, which 

is also to oversee that the car remains untouched. In some cases, if not compensated with whatever value, and 

depending on their disposition as well, they could damage the car themselves, as a message to the owner. In other 

cases, however, they will simply wait until they are recompensated with something. 
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(parcagii), which is one of the occupations people belonging to vulnerable groups would 

undertake.  

David Graeber discusses in his book, Debt: The First 5,000 Years (2011), the relationship 

between debt and morality, as one created in order to control a dominant narrative, as it is the 

“victor’s justice” (2011, p.6). He argues that the power of the term comes from people’s 

inability to define debt:  

If history shows anything, it is that there’s no better way to justify relations founded on violence, to make 

such relations seem moral, than by reframing them in the language of debt – above all, because it 

immediately makes it seem that it’s the victim who’s doing something wrong (2011, p.5). 

He goes on to exemplify his argument with mafiosi, commanders of conquering armies and 

First World countries against formerly colonized Third World countries. All these narratives 

are constructed around the idea that debt must be paid back and one who does not pay their 

debt, comes to be portrayed as immoral and bad. Similarly, all these vulnerable groups, like 

IDUs, sex workers and homeless people, are kept in a constant state of debt, which they cannot 

pay, and thus cannot operate within society as what is considered upstanding citizens.  

If the police are aware of a certain person for doing something illegal, they will chase them 

around even when the “guilty” are not actually in action, and then fine them “just in case”. All 

these fines later reflect in the people’s inability to pay them, which keeps them outside of the 

social system, as they are not able to pay for health insurance11 and thus benefit healthcare if 

they are indebted. Moreover, they are not able to get a loan or a subscription or even rent a 

place if they did not have one prior to the fines.  

Being HIV positive in this case facilitates the acquiring of free healthcare, but, for the 

addicted, it can still be a death sentence, as the HIV treatment is most effective when taken 

with a balanced lifestyle: “if it’s a patient that says clearly, in your face, that they’re not 

interested in the treatment, that they want to check out by request the second day after checking 

in, because they cannot do it anymore and because they want to do drugs… I don’t think this 

person can stay on the treatment” (Dr. D.). 

The healthcare insurance and the material benefits can be received by someone that goes 

through a whole bureaucratic process, which, sometimes, can be facilitated by social workers. 

This means that one can apply for social and medical aid, if one has certain higher risk illnesses, 

 
11 According to the National Health Insurance House (CNAS), if one is not employed, one must pay per year 10% 

off the equivalent of six minimum brut salaries in effect at the application date, which in 2021 is approximately 

270 euro (CNAS, 2021). 
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but many documents are required, as well as completed forms and letters from the curating 

doctors. However, the social workers who activate in the hospital can aid in the process, by 

offering the right forms, indicating to what other documents are needed, and sometimes, even 

going to the National Health Insurance House (CNAS) with the documents, if the requesting 

person cannot do so. Otherwise, it can be hard for someone who maybe does not even know 

how to read or write to complete forms, know what documents are needed and understand 

where to go and apply by themselves. I encountered cases in which I either had to give verbal 

directions on where in the city the Health Commission was situated or was asked to write the 

person’s name on the form, as they did not know how to write.  

What is more, many people do not have an ID to begin with, either because theirs was lost, 

sold, given as insurance for money and never recovered or simply expired. In Romania, the 

personal ID contains the permanent address one lives at (the domicile), which means that if 

one is renting a place, that address is not considered feasible for the ID card, leading to many 

declaring they live somewhere else than their current home. For those who are lucky enough 

to be able to still count on family and an existing home, that is instantly easier – and it is a 

solution many people rely on in Romanian society. According to the General Direction of 

Population Evidence for District 4 of Bucharest (DEPS4), when applying for an ID card, one 

must show the documents that prove the domicile address in original and copy, and if the 

applicant is not the holder of the documents that prove the domicile address, the owner is also 

requested to be present (DEPS4, 2020). But if one’s own social circle does not involve a 

property owner, or if one’s family is far from the big city, then one might turn to less 

familiar/familial solutions, such as paying a stranger to be able to declare that they live at the 

same address.  

Those that do own the place (house/ apartment) can also start doing business in that regard, 

so that soon the population register shows tens, if not hundreds of people living in one propriety 

– a common occurrence noted around local elections as well. Of course, the reality is different, 

and when certain bureaucratic processes require a real ID address, issues arise. Geanina was a 

young woman whose journey I was able to witness during the three months of fieldwork, from 

the field to the hospital. I first met her during one of our Wednesday night trips in the field, as 

she was part of a bigger group of IDUs somewhere close to the city centre. Two-three weeks 

later, I met her as she was exiting the help centre from the NGO, and she told me she had tested 

positive for HIV and did not know what to do. She felt like it was important to at least know 

for sure. She had been encouraged to visit the hospital, to be registered, in order to prepare the 

documentation for a pension. One month passed before I finally saw her again, as she was 
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checked in the hospital, with withdrawal symptoms. She was fighting the symptoms, not 

wanting to leave, because she was afraid of getting too sick from the drug use and having 

lesions on her legs as a result. At the same time, she did not want her family to know about her 

positive status. She was living somewhere else than her ID address, as she had paid someone 

to declare she was living at their address, because she did not want to have to apply for a 

temporary ID every year. However, the process of getting the health pension and social 

allowance involved a visit from the respective commission to the place where she lived, at a 

date which was not going to be settled beforehand, so Geanina did not know how to act in order 

to smoothly solve the situation. 

The temporary ID, I learned, is a solution given to those without a permanent home, and is 

made of a slightly thicker paper, to which the picture of the person is attached with a stapler, 

and it is valid one year. On it, the address is still a requirement, so for those living without a 

housing contract it will say “without residence”. With this ID, one cannot sign subscription 

contracts, cannot open a bank account, cannot get a job. It is solely for the identification of the 

individual, as it presents the personal numerical code (CNP12). 

Once all the documentation is solved, if solved at all, the beneficiaries receive the 

compensation in the form of a pension, which, for some, according to all the conditions they 

might have, can amount to a sum large enough to help them obtain a balance in life, but others 

might encounter new obstacles:  

Others need more time to adapt – one thing is to have lived all your life in a certain lifestyle and one thing 

is to realise you have a regular income. You need adapting, you need some financial education, you need 

to know what to do so that you won’t spend all your money the first day they entered your account (P., 

social worker).  

To have a balanced life in order to access and administer one’s pension is another problem that 

people who have had chaotic lives have to deal with. If one does not have a bank account, the 

money will be brought by the postman to their home. If one is not at the given address, they 

cannot receive the money and must go to the postal office.  

Both Nagy and Desjarlais speak of the hardships experienced by the homeless on the streets, 

from a physical level (cold, assaults) (Desjarlais, 1997) – which are coped with by resorting to 

the help of various substances (Nagy, 2009, p.219) – to a social and civil level: “The homeless 

 
12 A personal identification number formed by 13 digits: first one shows the sex of the person (1-male; 2-female), 

the date of birth (6 digits), the place of birth (2 digits) and 4 other digits for identification. 
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are deprived of their security and of the means for fulfilling their own desires. In addition, they 

are deprived of their civil rights” (Nagy, 2009, p.221).  

The lack of an ID or health card created barriers for the homeless drug users who needed 

medical care but were not classified as an emergency. At the end of 2019, the doctors who 

accepted them during the respective year were asked to pay back the costs of the hospitalisation 

of all these patients. This action was never taken before, although they were threatened with it, 

so now less patients can expect help, when doctors know that they might have to pay again.  

As Höjdestrand emphasises about the situation in Russia (2009), people who do not own an 

ID card do not exist, they are taken out of the social system: 

The lack of documentation is categorically stopping them from going to the hospital. A person that doesn’t 

have documentation, does not exist, cannot benefit anything […] from a legal point of view. You cannot 

benefit from the health insurance, you cannot even make one, pay for it, if that’s what you want, because 

you do not exist. You cannot prove your identity (Z., social worker). 

In The Design Politics of the Passport: Materiality, Immobility, and Dissent, Mahmoud 

Keshavarz highlights the relation between the bodies and the identification documents, in his 

example the passport, in our case the ID card:  

Passports regulate bodies. They do this by granting access for certain bodies and not others, or making 

access difficult, more time consuming or expensive for some and not others, through the introduction of 

other supplementary systems such as visas, interviews at embassies, and requirements of proof of stable 

finances (2019, p.36).  

The ID card acts as a barrier against those belonging to “undesirable” groups, furthering the 

exclusion that they are subjected to, and deepening the distance between them and other social 

groups. 

Between four walls: the hospital and the prison room 

The HIV department of the hospital was designed in the ‘90s, destined to host the children who 

had acquired HIV through hospitals and orphanages, thus having more modern facilities and 

being more child-friendly than the previous section, which had been built during the communist 

period13. It had a dining hall and a kindergarten/ school for those who had to stay longer periods 

of time, but also for those who had no families to return to, colourful couches in the waiting 

 
13 Unclear data, sometime between 1950 and 1980, most likely. 
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room next to two aquariums, while the walls featured paintings of different funnily drawn 

animals, which continued their voyage on the hallways, alongside other various elements. This 

had become their home, the nurses their mothers.  

 

But most of them eventually grew up and Romania was seeing a decrease in paediatric cases 

in comparison to the previous years, so the department gradually changed its purpose, hosting 

even non-HIV cases at times. At the same time, the HIV cases gradually turned to be injection 

drug users (IDUs), who were deemed, after several particular experiences, dangerous for the 

personnel and the other patients. Thus, they were assigned to the “extension” of the department, 

as it is called within the HIV department, part of the older building, where adult cases of HIV 

patients were first kept starting 1986. This part, besides being older and less maintained, lacked 

TVs, unlike the newer department. They had been removed after an incident which resulted in 

the destruction of one – this story was told by one of the patients with a longer history in the 

extension. Other changes included the closing of the windows – or, rather, installing sealed 

insect nets, which would allow air to pass through, but nothing else –, the interdiction of 

smoking, which took place as part of the 2016 law on smoking in closed public spaces, and the 

interdiction to go out in the hospital’s green area. Thus, it prompted many patients to say they 

Figure 5 Picture of a room in the Intensive care unit, still having the paintings on the walls that 
were created for the original purpose of the department. 
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felt like in a prison, with no permission to smoke, no permission to go out, no TVs and closed 

in from the rest of the world (see the floor plans below for visual details).  

A usual weekday for a patient at the hospital starts with morning pills, followed by the 

morning visit, which usually lasts until midday, when lunch is offered. In the afternoon, visitors 

may come with packages for their loved ones, or may have time to meet the curating doctor in 

order to ask more information about the situation of the patient. Meanwhile, the patients are 

Figure 6 Ground floor plan of the HIV department. R=room. Entrance visible in the upper right 
side of the plan. 

Figure 7 First floor plan of the HIV department. The IDUs wing is the one to the right, separated from the rest of the department 
through a door. R=room. 
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confined to their rooms, where they have free time to fill. Considering this is an infectious 

diseases hospital, the patients cannot receive visits, so they spend their time secluded from the 

rest of the world. During the weekends nothing happens, therefore if one is not released on 

Friday, one must wait until Monday, and the wait can be excruciating. 

When I first entered the extension, I felt overwhelmed, like something heavy was pressing 

on me. The oppressing feeling did not go away not even after three months, as I would enter 

for the last interviews and last fieldwork. Part of this feeling came from the fact that the patients 

were always coming and going, so it was not “always the same people”, even though they have 

a chronic condition which requires them to come back more often than the general population. 

Sometimes, some of them looked like they would not make it out of there alive, and this 

atmosphere of sickness was hovering over all of us in the extension. Whenever we would enter 

the locked massive iron door, with the help of our access cards, some of the patients would 

already wait on the hallway, by the big windows, in the bright light of the summer noon, sun 

which would also heat up the department, contributing to that feeling of air insufficiency.  

The hallway and rooms would get very heated, since the windows were either impossible to 

open more than a few centimetres or blocked by a mosquito net. This net also acted as a barrier 

to the smuggling of any outside objects inside the extension, but it was also blocking any fresh 

air from entering.  

As you well know, the situation in the hospital, especially in the HIV department, is a hermetical one. 

People are closed in there, they are not allowed to go outside, get something to drink, go to the shop, cannot 

even meet those who bring them packs. The pack is given to the bodyguard, the bodyguard takes it upstairs 

to the respective room, and that’s about the whole interaction. It is not pleasant to stay in the hospital, 

locked in a semi-penitentiary regime. That is why we try to be there as much as possible, to circulate ideas, 

thoughts with the people, we also offer small packages with personal hygiene products, which not always 

the hospital can offer. And most of all we try to listen to the people, have a talk with them and see in this 

area of social needs, which are the possibilities (P., social worker). 

What P. specifies here is a similarity in treatment between the hospital and a prison. It has also 

become a recurring theme in my language referring to the hospital, from patients being “kept” 

in the extension wing, to almost referring to the patients as inmates. In some cases, there is a 

double level of closedness, because some patients were brought from a penitentiary together 

with one or two guards, which would proceed to sit between the room of the prisoner and the 

exit. One instance placed them exactly next to the massive iron door which separates the 

extension from the rest of the department, so it seemed like they were overseeing the entire 

extension. Surveillance cameras are found in the extension wing, and in the rooms, adding to 
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the prison feeling, as the only private space is the bathroom. The cameras are installed in order 

to help the medical staff keep the situation under control, as they are not prepared to handle 

addiction cases and persons with withdrawal symptoms. This idea is enforced by one of the 

doctors treating the drug users, as they defined the users from their perspective, the medical 

and administrative perspective:  

they’re sometimes aggressive, non-adherent to treatment, they don’t respect the medical indications, argue 

with the hospital staff, quarrel among themselves and create trouble, altercations, discussions, insults, and 

such. Besides that, there’s the issue of insurances: many are not insured, they don’t have a [health] card, 

there’s the risk that our papers will not be validated, during each report the manager tells us that it is not 

good, we try, the NGO helps us get the documents needed for the validation… What can I say, they’re 

difficult, from this point of view, compared to a person who comes, you clearly know they come from 

home, with a note from the family doctor, you know they have an ID, you know they have a [health] card, 

you know you can check them out, tell them to come in one week and they come when you tell them to, 

with drug addicts it’s not the same (Dr. D.).  

From these descriptions it is clear that the hospital is differentiated from a prison through its 

approach to people, in that they are patients needing treatment and help. The lack of experience 

and knowledge about the drug users, together with the understaffing in the department – and 

hospitals in general – may lead to stricter measures and fewer liberties. In one of my earlier 

interviews with one social worker from another NGO, I received an explanation of the current 

situation:  

Last week they got ‘the chaise’: ‘the chaise’ is a sheet that they throw down on the window and then lift 

with it… syringes, stuff, and they use inside the department. And the bodyguards sometimes do not see 

that, cause they’re not always just watching, because there are surveillance cameras, but they’re not always 

sitting to watch, they have to do other things as well. The nurses are going to the other patients as well, but 

even so, they have to count the medicines, they have paperwork to complete… Plus, they’re using in the 

bathroom, and there’s no cameras in the bathroom (Dalia, social worker). 

The surveillance cameras create a conflict between the patients and the medical staff, as the 

former always try to bend the boundaries and gain more autonomy over their time in the 

hospital, whereas the latter try to control the development of events more every time. Desjarlais 

mentions the struggle over one’s body, as the body is the only possession a homeless person 

has, between patients in the psychiatric ward and nurses (1997, pp.117-118). Similarly, there 

is a struggle inside the hospital, where patients arrive because they need help, but do not wish 

to stay, especially when their freedom is cut out with different rules and interdictions.  
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These people have been within the health system before, and there they experimented some unpleasant 

situations. And, once exposed to such an experience, you do not want to encounter it, so you do not come 

to the hospital again, even if you feel like you need a medic. And you say ‘Well, no more. There when I 

went, someone yelled at me, told me I’m a druggie, told me I smell bad, talked poorly to me…’. And, each 

person has their self-respect and ‘Why should I go and be mocked there?’. Moreover, there are people who 

have a low tolerance to strong language and insults and say ‘Do you want me to go there to beat them up? 

Want me to go start a scene there, cause if the doctor or someone else or another patient tells me 

something… I’m a choleric guy, I’m recalcitrant, especially when something hurts, I react poorly.’ And 

this is how people give up coming to the hospital (P., social worker).  

Dr. D. mentioned of their experiences when needing to send patients to other hospitals, for 

surgeries or other consultations, that cannot be done in the infectious diseases’ hospital:  

They try avoiding the internment and contact with the patient. But this happens not necessarily because the 

surgeon would be afraid that they’ll be infected with HIV, as much as the inconveniences created on the 

floor once the other patients would find out that there is an HIV-positive person in the same room with 

them. So somehow the thing starts from society, from the people on the street, who don’t want to hear 

about it, sit next to someone with HIV, never mind being operated in a room after someone with HIV was 

operated or going to the dentist after an HIV-positive patient. And then, doctors react to this thing. 

Department chiefs try to limit the number of internments of HIV patients in their departments, and so on. 

But the hospital is, in the end, formed of people. There are doctors that treat their HIV patients without 

issue, there are doctors who refuse to treat them, nurses that refuse to enter surgeries when on the table 

there is a patient with HIV… There are many things. It’s stupid too, because the risk of infecting oneself 

with HIV is much smaller than the risk of infection with Hepatitis C from a positive patient. And 

nonetheless, Hep C patients have less restrictions than those with HIV (Dr. D.). 

The stigma around HIV has been gravely influenced by the first years of its discovery, as many 

people are still uninformed and regard it as a deadly, contagious disease. Similarly, homeless 

people are regarded poorly in hospitals too. One year before, in 2018, Dalia, from another NGO 

working with HIV-positive patients, told me of a situation she encountered when she tried to 

help a young woman, by sending her to the hospital, to Emergency. One day later the young 

woman told Dalia she was refused hospitalisation, so Dalia drove her herself, as a paramedic: 

“I got to minor emergencies and when I came in with the paramedic uniform to tell them the 

situation, one of them started yelling at me, like ‘Why are you coming here, with the 

homeless??’” (Dalia, social worker).  

The covid-19 pandemic, which broke out in 2020, has created more inequalities and revealed 

more existing issues in the health system that impede people belonging to vulnerable groups 

from receiving proper health care. In August 2020 I found out from a member of the medical 
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staff about a situation that had been repeated before, but on which the pandemic set another 

layer of inequalities. An eighteen-year-old patient with septicaemia and a lung infection was 

brought to the HIV department from an emergency hospital because “they could do nothing to 

him”, just because he was identified positive for HIV and Hepatitis C. When the ambulance 

arrived to the infectious diseases hospital, the patient was in a grave condition, which the HIV 

department was not equipped for. The young man needed the expertise of various specialists, 

expertise that could have been given at the ER in the hospital where he was sent away from. 

The nurses tried to stabilise him, doctors from other departments of the hospital were called, a 

covid-19 test was made and came out negative, with another one being made in the previous 

hospital with the same diagnose. The responsible doctor called in to other hospitals in the city 

and only after five hours – while the nurses and other doctors were fighting to keep the patient 

alive – did she find a place for the young man. The HIV status and the homelessness factor 

made the man an undesirable patient.  

On the 27th of August 2020, UNAIDS published a Press Release regarding the failure of 

respecting human rights in the response of covid-19 and directing attention towards vulnerable 

groups that are being forgotten during this period of crisis: “During the early response to 

COVID-19 UNAIDS received numerous reports of interruptions to HIV services and 

disturbing human violations against vulnerable and marginalized populations” (UNAIDS, 

2020). As the organisation emphasises, the pandemic left many uncovered from treatments and 

other types of help, as the COVID cases took over. “The experience of the response to HIV has 

proved that violations of human rights during a pandemic undermine trust, harm individuals, 

and set back public health responses” (UNAIDS, 2020). The Romanian government has been 

lacking the necessary plans for fighting HIV/AIDS for a few years, and the new situation 

shaping health institutions and health workers affects those infected with HIV even more. 

 

*** 

 

Many of the people I interviewed had been at some point imprisoned for various crimes, made 

either for the acquiring of drugs, under the influence of drugs, under the influence of 

withdrawal or simply out of other living circumstances. The deeds varied in severity, but the 

outcome was one: prison. The access to drugs was still possible, with an accentuated risk of 

transmission of diseases, as most were using the same syringe with their inmates, repeatedly, 

as one patient told me that they had to re-sharpen the needle on the floor at some point, to be 

able to reuse it. 
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As Kane and Mason emphasise, imprisonment increases the risk associated with any risk 

behavior, and thus enhances the possibility of HIV infections, due to the lack of prevention 

tools (such as condoms or needles) in prison (Kane and Mason, 2001, pp. 469-470). 

I talked more in detail with one of my respondents about the prison environment, and he 

compared it with the hospital environment, in the sense that they were locked in, “at least there 

[in the prison] we had a TV (laughs), we had the right to air in the morning… 2-3 hours per 

day… And… It wasn’t nice, cause you stayed locked in a room… you had to knock on the 

door, as you do here, if you needed a pill, if you wanted something from the Major…” (Rareș, 

25). Rareș continued to say that there were more drugs inside than outside, but only in the form 

of heroin, the ethnobotanicals were missing, and that the syringes were being stolen from the 

nurse: 

They were going when it was time for blood analyses. If the nurse was not paying attention for a bit… they 

were grabbing the syringe, getting it into the pocket and… it’s a fraction of a second for you to turn 

around… The thief is still a thief, they’ll take the syringe and hide it. Or enter the bathroom, because the 

nurse says she can’t take blood from their hand, so they take from the pelvic zone, give back the syringe 

‘Ready, miss!’… She leaves and they have a couple of syringes in their pocket… One syringe was then 

sold for a couple of packages of cigarettes… It was really precious. And used by many (Rareș, 25).  

The buyer of the syringe would usually be the one who was dealing the drugs as well. So 

the others were paying (still with cigarettes) for the amount of heroin, and would be given the 

syringe to be able to inject the substance: “out of two balls of heroin four or five were shooting 

up… You can imagine, they were all injecting with the same syringe” (Rareș, 25). The heroin 

was usually brought in through visits, so the circumstances were always facilitators of the drug 

use, even in – or especially in – prison. 

Methadone programs – accessibility, advantages and disadvantages 

Methadone is a synthetic opioid, which is used for pain relief (in cases where nonopiate 

analgesics did not work) or for detoxification treatments and maintenance treatments, “as an 

oral substitute for heroin or other morphine-like drugs” (Drugs.com, 2021). According to one 

social worker, in Bucharest in 2018 there were 19.000 IDUs, whereas the spots in the 

methadone-based substitution centres were amounting to roughly 1.200 (Dalia, social worker). 

She goes on to describe how the NGO she works at functions: 
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[…] they come to us, to the ambulance and say ‘Dalia, I want to give up, I want methadone’. We can’t. 

Basically, there’s a waiting list for the unpaid spots. We have 100-200 people queued for the free 

methadone, and we’re basically waiting for someone to get out of this program. Either they leave, they 

give up, or, very rarely, because we are a low-threshold centre, not high-threshold, which means they can 

have positive urine tests, we’re checking-up on them, and if they use over the methadone heroin, 

benzodiazepines, and so on, we’re not taking them out of the program, we adjust the dose of methadone, 

we give them less, because otherwise we risk sending them back to using heroin. But sometimes, some 

simply die. And then someone who’s paying, can get into the free spots, and so someone from the waiting 

list can get into the paying program (Dalia, social worker).  

This, of course, is not the situation with all methadone centres, as some have just free services, 

but those that have free services are also more restrictive about their members: if one is tested 

positive for other drugs, they risk being taken out of the program (Vice, September 30, 2015).  

The recurring problem within these centres becomes that of not being able to offer services 

to all those who need it: “we don’t have services for all, we have limited services, limited 

possibilities” (Dalia, social worker). This leaves many struggling outside these structures, 

without any physical or mental support. 

However, the respondents in my study, who were also in the methadone program, said that 

being on methadone is not something to wish for, as it also creates addiction and, as many 

accounts say, the withdrawal symptoms are worse in the case of methadone. Viorel, one of the 

patients I talked to, told me he wanted to sign up for the Methadone program as well, but that 

he was worried, because he had friends that were addicted to the pills. He was sure it was as 

bad being on methadone as well, and even though his TB doctor offered to find him a spot 

where he would not have to wait in the queue, he refused. 

A 2014 study on “The relevance of the psychological evaluation in drug dependence” 

(Popescu et. al) presents the case study of a patient who was diagnosed with “opioid and 

methadone dependence, withdrawal syndrome” (2014, p.121). The general state of the patient 

was examined and recorded, among the notes being the withdrawal symptoms he experienced: 

“insomnia, chills, sweating, feeling cold, musculoskeletal, abdominal pain, rhinorrhea, nausea, 

vomiting, diarrhea” (2014, p.121). Among the symptoms mentioned to me by patients, skeletal 

pain was the one they emphasised the most, as separating the withdrawal symptoms of 

methadone from those of other drugs.  

Other patients felt that if they were to stop using, they could – and would rather – do it 

without the help of methadone. They would much rather lean on their family for help or would 
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try to abstain themselves from using for a while until they did not feel the need again to do so. 

Eugen was one of the people who did not want to approach the methadone solution: 

It’s not a great thing either, this methadone, because it ruins your mind, and your nervous system and… 

more… But, rather than drugging yourself… It’s better to take methadone. But I’m saying, it’s not the 

happiest way. I mean, the best way would be to be able to resist it. To go through it with… With something 

else. Or to take until you feel like you’ve escaped it and then cut it off at once. Cause this way, with cutting 

down, with ‘ok, I’ll cut down 5mg, let’s cut down 10mg’… This is a lie. I’m cutting down 10mg and on 

the other side I’m going to take a ball to get drugged because I’m feeling sick. And what did I do? I didn’t 

do anything. That’s that… It’s hard, it’s… I don’t know (Eugen, 33). 

The fear regarding methadone treatments stays, even if the symptoms they talk about might be 

triggered by other factors, but it becomes clear that it is seen as a blade with two edges. 

Moreover, some subjects might feel threatened by entering the methadone treatment programs 

because that way they would be under official records as drug consumers. This would entail 

that new limitations would be put around them in their daily lives, as Eugen states here: 

Now they’ve taken my permits as well. (Permits?) Yeah, didn’t they take my driving permits because of 

the methadone? All of us who are on the methadone treatment, we’ve had our permits taken. From the 

Highway Patrol. (And do they come to look for you, or…) No, we received papers at home, letting us know 

that we’ve had our permits taken and if you want it back, you have to stop the methadone, wait for a month 

to get your blood cleaned, and you have a committee of seven psychiatrists. You go to that and if all seven 

say you’re able, each of them gives you an ‘able’ stamp, you go with that paper to the Driving Authority, 

you give them the paper and they give you the permit. So, never. Cause never will seven psychiatrists say 

‘Yeah, he’s able to drive’. Come on… That’s that (Eugen, 33). 

These practices, although created for the safety of others, control the lives of drug users even 

more, as Alexandrescu underlines in his article “NPS and the methadone queue: Spillages of 

space and time” (2017), that methadone replacement programs are part of larger biopolitics of 

addiction management, because they try to place the drug users into more productive lifestyles 

(p.51). 

Visibility and Invisibility 

I first met Mihaela and Ionuț on the first night in the field with Carusel, in the centre of 

Bucharest, during our package-giving round. They were the ones Z. announced that we were 

approaching, so that they could spread the word with the rest. They waited patiently until the 

other clients were done, and, when their turn came, besides the usual package, they also asked 
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for sleeping bags and sleeping pads, as they had changed their sleeping place in the last few 

days from their usual spot next to ventilation systems.  

We soon learned the reason for the changes, which had its roots in the previous summer, the 

summer of 2018, when the central fountains were renovated and transformed into singing 

fountains, but the works were ended in September, so they were put in function only once 

before winter, which coincided with Mihaela and Ionuț being chased away from the small park 

near the fountains and having to find another sleeping place. Soon after, they returned to their 

central spot, which was, probably, also warmer, no matter the sleeping bags and pads, but, this 

time around, with the approach of summer, the fountains were properly inaugurated, with a lot 

of media coverage, so the police chased them away one more time, because they should not be 

shown in any videos, otherwise it would not “look good for the news”. The authorities only 

cared for the presence of the homeless and drug users when it came to media coverage and the 

city looking “clean” and “good”, in order to keep up appearances. During previous projects, I 

found out about many other similar situations in other cities, regarding Roma communities and 

the homeless, sign of a recurring problem these groups would have to deal with.  

The aspect of homeless’ visibility in cities is highlighted through the situation depicted 

above. Desjarlais talks about how people see the homeless and other people of the streets in 

Shelter blues: “All that does not shine in the light – the unmanageable, the formless, the obscure 

– is sided with death and the wild, and the homeless are kept from public places. There is a 

mythology of homelessness that situates the homeless in a deathly underground” (1997, p.68).  

During one of my interviews, I brought up the subject of anonymity, asking whether the 

patient wanted to choose a specific name. He told me he did not care if the whole country saw 

him, because of the situations he had found himself in before: 

 Still, an entire country saw me as I was searching in the trash, or as I was doing my stuff… And I didn’t 

really care… In front of you I would search in the trash… Because I wasn’t searching because I wanted 

to… I was searching under the influence of those drugs… So those drugs were making you search even in 

the ground… I was getting my arm (laughing, he points to the elbow) up to here in the ground, I was 

digging and it kept on shining in my face. I would see small glass shards and say they’re crystals, diamonds. 

So you can imagine that when a whole world sees you searching in the trash… I really don’t care about 

this, you can put my name in, it won’t affect me at all (Rareș, 25).  

This attitude towards one’s own anonymity – common, otherwise, among my respondents – 

reminded me again of the status of the homo sacer as described by Agamben, because this was 

a person that had been seen as a bare body, not as a citizen but as someone belonging to “the 
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obscure”, as Desjarlais says, and yet had been visible to the other citizens, so he did not consider 

that the mention of his name would harm his dignity even more than the previous states.  

The theme of visibility became apparent also in my interview with one of the doctors at the 

hospital, who mentioned the fact that, in Romania, the issue of the drug use is generally not 

discussed: 

[…] generally, the world doesn’t want to know that these people exist… When they see them on the street, 

fallen on the ground, the only solution is to call the ambulance to take them to the hospital, we don’t want 

to know them near our children, we don’t want to know them, I don’t know, on the street, on the bus, next 

to us… We try to take them somewhere, so we don’t see them. And, unfortunately, the only place where, 

or, I don’t know, one of the few places where they’re taken, they’re taken to the hospital, under the 

reasoning that they’re sick. But they cannot stay all their lives in the hospital (Dr. D.). 

The HIV department, having handled cases since the 1990s, has come to be viewed by many, 

including the medical staff working there, as a possible longer residence for many of the 

patients. Orphaned children were especially hosted on an indefinite period, until more centres 

for children with HIV had been created. Once the children grew up and HIV declared a chronic 

condition, they were no longer expected to stay at the hospital. Nowadays, the IDU cases are 

taken to the hospitals because other institutions such as homeless centres do not have the 

capacity for the amount of people who need housing, or, if they do, the conditions and treatment 

are so bad homeless people prefer to live on the streets. Moreover, in order to be received into 

a centre, once again, the ID card is very important, because one can only be hosted in the same 

area where the ID card has been released. 

IDUs are being constantly pushed out of the public image and no institution can properly 

acknowledge and handle them. 

Meanwhile, in a trip to Madrid, Spain, around the same time as my fieldwork, I noticed in 

the airport bathrooms that there was a stall specifically designed for injection drug users, with 

a container for “cutting and stabbing waste” (see picture) and a poster on the door of the stall, 

informing about the presence of the container. 

The drug users were recognised as a group belonging to the rest of the society and treated 

accordingly. Minor drug possession is not considered a crime in Spain.  
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The discussion about drug consumption rooms was also raised quite often in conversations 

in different contexts. I talked about this as well with Dr. D., asking them if they believed these 

rooms to be a solution:  

In an ideal world, yes. I mean, I am convinced it would be a solution, it wouldn’t work for all patients, but 

for those who really want to drop, it would work very well, as in, for some people that realise they’re in 

big trouble and who want to limit damages, it could help them. For some patients that do not care about 

their life, it wouldn’t help. I don’t think it would work in Romania, because our society too is very 

conservative and no, people wouldn’t accept the idea. ‘What do you mean have a space where one can 

come do drugs? And they have HIV too and how should they drug themselves next to my apartment 

building or next to the park where I take my kids?’ But the benefit would be exactly this, that you would 

keep the vice and torment in a controlled environment, and it wouldn’t happen on the streets. But many 

imagine that it is enough to tell them to not do drugs and they won’t. And that solves it, which is not true… 

Yes, it could be a solution, maybe there would be need of someone with power, to impose this and probably, 

in a year or two, people would realise these are beneficial things. But if we wait the approval, like, 

democratically, of all citizens, I doubt that the citizens, their majority, would agree to such a thing (Dr. D.). 

What Dr. D. presents here is, indeed, not a common theme of conversation. Consumption 

rooms are not understood in Romania yet as a concept, and even nurses have a hard time 
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understanding the benefits of these rooms. As Dr. D. states, currently the issue stands with 

people’s biases over drug users and homeless people. 

A more profound issue 

M., the director of the NGO I collaborated with for my fieldwork, has been working in 

volunteering activities and with vulnerable communities since he was 16, having done his 

studies in Psychology, Social Work and Sociology. In the interview I had with him, he tried to 

find the root of the issues he sees the homeless people facing. The problem would go deeper 

than that, affecting most people similarly: “I mean it’s hard and it sucks anyway, even if you 

would be white middle class, you know?” He continued by saying how the NGO’s clients start 

every day with sleep issues, because they have living problems: 

This is a pretty big problem in the general population as well, if we may say so. And then, laying down in 

completely inadequate spaces, like abandoned houses, on the street, in the sewers, this influences greatly 

the quality of life and life in general, cause now we talk about survival, which is also prevented. And by 

not being able to lay down somewhere where you can be safe, you are tired, you do not have a constant 

income, you cannot live, you cannot eat, you have nowhere to eat, you have nothing to eat. And you are 

subjected every moment to all kinds of pressures from everyone, from the authorities, police, people on 

the street who look at you and spit in your face and see the garbage that does not let them live. A poor 

man14 who sits in the street. But he who is in the street is responsible for all the shortcomings that people 

have and they see in him the reason for all their problems. And here stems the aggression, and hate, against 

them. So there are some structural problems, in which practically society does not have space for you. 

Because you do not exactly fit what is considered the ideal active citizen, if you do not fit by one or two 

elements, you are already cast out. If you have more problems, it gets worse (M). 

They become “the other” mentioned by both Crawford and Joffé, as they represent all the lesser 

qualities that the general population separates themselves from.  

Drug users and homeless people face much discrimination and loathing, whether it is from 

people seeing them on the street or from people representing institutions and authorities that 

they come in contact with. Similarly, the media has propagated the idea that those who could 

work, get certificates for poor health, in order to receive homeless benefits, and manage to live 

well off that money, refusing other jobs they may be offered. This way, the idea according to 

which homeless people and drug users with HIV and/or Hepatitis C live off the contributors’ 

money is well engrained in the Romanian society.  

 
14 In Romanian, “om” means “human”, but is used interchangeably as “man”. In this case, the former sense is 

used, but masculine pronouns are used in relation to it. 
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An important perspective on the matter of drug users and people’s reactions to them is 

brought by Ulrich Beck and the “risk society” concept. Thirty years after the fall of communism 

in Romania, some individuals are still lamenting about the fall of “the golden era” of 

communism and are greatly affected by the transition period. The first ten years were marked 

by rapid privatisation of industries, which meant that many lost their jobs, all while politicians 

were having flourishing businesses and collaborating with local barons, leading to a generally 

impoverished state that could not support those less fortunate (Recorder, 2019). The 2008 

economic crisis plummeted the financial situation of many citizens even lower, which created 

further inequalities.  

In this context, those seen on the streets, not working, became the scapegoats for all 

problems of the public. As Beck states, “The institutional conditions that determine individuals 

are no longer just events and conditions that happen to them, but also consequences of the 

decisions they themselves have made, which, they must view and treat as such” (Beck, 1992, 

p. 136). He goes on to describe the multifaceted situation of the modern individual, who is, in 

the present day, responsible for the hardships encountered, as they are considered “personal 

failures”, unlike the past “blows of fate” from God or nature (Beck, 1992, p.136). Among these 

personal failures is included also not passing an exam, divorcing or being without a job. As 

Beck emphasises, in today’s world, risks are not only increased in quantity, but also new types 

of risk arise, “the risk of the chosen and changed personal identity” (1992, p.136). This is what 

happened in post-communist Romania, and those that did not manage to adapt to the fast pace 

of the transition, fell between the cracks of the new public structures. Among the drug users I 

observed and talked with, there were also Romani people, a group extremely discriminated 

against by Romanians and other ethnic groups in Romania, and consequently also used as 

scapegoats “by individuals frustrated by the trauma of the post-Communist transition” (Barany, 

2004, P.261).  

The need for something to do 

Among the people I interviewed, I noticed a recurring theme of wanting to do something with 

their lives. Many of them noted how in the beginning, when they started using heroin, they 

were still going to a job (usually in the field of constructions/ transport/ repairs), which gave 

them a certain routine and security. Once they lost their jobs, they fell even deeper into the use. 

When asked what they thought would help them get well and stop using, besides mentioning 
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family, some also mentioned having a job would help them stay clean, as it would give them a 

purpose:  

Miss, what I wish for… To get a little better, put on some more kilos… And go to work. At a workplace 

where my dad worked – and he worked in two places for eight years. At a carwash and in a service. To go 

there, cause people know me, and they know that I take drugs by syringe, they know I smoked weed. But 

we get along well. And you can make money there… I used to take 50 lei15 a day, as salary, it was given 

at the end of the day… I would make 150-200 lei16. And it’s not far… (Viorel, 30). 

Petru was one of the patients to tell me he needed a job in order to not think of the drugs, 

because the boredom at home would make space for him to crave the feeling. He told me how 

he used to work at a car wash and repairs, and used to be so busy during the day that in the 

evening he just went home and took a couple of beers to relax in front of the TV. He mentioned 

that the place had closed down, so he was left without a job, but he would like to help others 

as he saw the social workers helping him and others. He would like to partake in information 

campaigns in schools, sharing with the students his experiences and letting them know what it 

means to use drugs.  

Generally, the wish is for a purpose and a means for living, which would offer a sense of 

security for those who have lived on the streets. Of course, not all that I interviewed presented 

such hopes, but at the same time there are no such structures in place to help them realise the 

help they could receive. At the same time, as Tova Höjdestrand emphasises in her book, people 

need to feel needed in order to keep their humanity, their dignity (2009), and they can fulfil 

this feeling by helping others through different means. 

 
15 Approx 10 euro. 
16 Approx 30-40 euro. 
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Conclusions 

“To be seen, you have to tell your story.” 

– The Story of the Blind and Invisible Boy, Sabina Balan 

 

In this study I tried to answer the question of “How are injection drug users (IDUs) with HIV 

handled by Romanian authorities and institution representatives?”, thus framing the subject 

from a structural violence perspective (Farmer).  

I framed my fieldwork within the terms of governmentality, power and biopolitics, as 

defined by Foucault, as well as the homo sacer discussed by Agamben, and structural violence 

as discussed by Farmer. The stigma concept (Goffman) as related to “the other” (Crawford, 

Joffé) are another side of the situation that I want to discuss.  

I start my discussion by presenting the context in which HIV spread in the world and the 

context in the soviet bloc that allowed for the great changes of the post-socialist countries. I 

underline some decisions taken during communist Romania that have effects even 30 years 

after the fall of communism in the country (Farmer, 2003). As Foucault calls it, the 

“governmentality of the party” (2008), combined with biopolitics, meant that women’s 

sexuality was closely controlled, in order to make the population grow and to raise the 

productivity. A combination of anti-abortion measures, austerity programs, and negating the 

existence of certain marginalised groups in Romania created the perfect environment for the 

spread of HIV within institutionalised children (Kligman, 1998; Morrison, 2004). The fall of 

communism meant also that the overfilled, state-owned factories closed due to lack of 

privatisation and demand for the created goods. This left many unemployed and struggling. 

Some, then, turned to various substances to help them cope.  

In 2008 new psychoactive substances were published on the market in Romania, and many 

“Spice shops” were opened, selling all kinds of unknown substances at very low prices. I 

presented the process of consumption, marking the passing from heroin to “legal drugs” or 

“ethnobotanicals”, as they were commonly called, in order to avoid suspicions (Alexandrescu, 

2018). The lower prices of these NPSs led many to switch from heroin, as they were more 

affordable. However, the experiences of the drug users with the new psychoactive substances 
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included infections due to unsterile syringes and combined substances, as well as HIV and 

tuberculosis – which often occur together, given the poor environments the IDUs live in 

(Adams and Woelk, 2014; Carroll, 2019) –, hepatitis and other complications due to the 

unknown substances contained by the “ethnobotanicals”.  

However, there is also a network of connections and family-like bonds between some of the 

people struggling on the streets, as they know each other, share spaces and substances together 

and mourn together when one of them perishes (Bourgois and Schonberg, 2009). At the same 

time, these connections are not met everywhere, and the sole act of sleeping on the streets can 

be a source of stress and vulnerability, especially for women (Desjarlais, 1997). The streets are 

also the place where one can get stuck without an escape route, as all their connections can be 

hindering the way out (Nagy, 2009). When a connection is made through the drug consumption, 

the persons involved will attract each other in the same activity that originally brought them 

together. Moreover, one’s own identity, such as “spoiled identity” (Goffman, 1963) can 

influence their decisions into remaining in the same place as they will not see themselves as 

worthy of help. Thus, a support network is essential in overcoming the addiction. 

Life on the streets is marked by vulnerability in front of the weather conditions, other peers, 

passers-by and, most importantly, law enforcement. Without a permanent address, one cannot 

receive a long-term identity card, making them more prone to being left out of the financial-

social-medical system (Agamben, 1998; Keshavarz, 2019; Nagy, 2009). This keeps them in a 

cycle where they cannot get out of without help. Moreover, law enforcement seeks those living 

on the streets with a criminal record to fine them even when they have not been caught doing 

any crime (Graeber, 2011). In the hospital the IDUs are treated as in a prison, being confined 

to the wing separated by the rest of the department through a locked metal door, as well as 

being controlled through surveillance cameras set on the hallways and in the rooms, with which 

they fight by trying to hide and gain more autonomy over their own bodies (Desjarlais, 1997). 

Prison was described as allowing more freedom, in comparison to the hospital department. On 

the other hand, the risk is doubled in prison, especially for risk behaviours, due to a lack of 

prevention tools (Kane and Mason, 2001). 

At the same time, there are not enough social workers hired by the state to work on solving 

some of the issues drug users on the streets deal with, nor programs initialised by the state for 

that matter. There are no drug consumption rooms in Romania, as well as very few Methadone 

centres with reduced availability for the existent numbers of drug users, which is also a result 

of the population’s general opinion on drug users and because of the lack of information about 

harm reducing policies and their effectiveness. There is an imbalance between the visibility 
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versus the invisibility of the drug users and homeless. They are either ignored by the state, 

made to disappear from the main streets before important events, or seen by the usual passers-

by as an uncomfortable sight (Desjarlais, 1997; Höjdestrand, 2009), “the other”, who 

encompasses all the negative traits people reject from themselves (Crawford, 1994; Joffé, 

1999), and scapegoats for general issues in the urban landscape.  

The path towards rehabilitation begins with the acceptance of the drug users and homeless 

as people who need help and to regain their dignity by “being needed” (Höjdestrand, 2009). 

Some of my respondents have expressed their will to work, but in very few cases can they get 

a job, and that is probably without pension or health benefits (off the books work). What’s 

more, a social safety net is even more important in keeping someone from using again. 

There is a need for more acknowledgement from the state in regards to the injection drug 

users, homeless and other vulnerable groups that do not have great resources to access, and 

consequentially there needs to be more facilities and services in order to help reintroduce 

vulnerable groups into society. 

Reflections 

While I portray the situation of the IDUs with HIV in Romania in relation to concepts such as 

governmentality and structural violence, one must become self-reflexive and consider how 

one’s voice may dim or cover the voices of those who they wish to portray. It is important to 

reflect on one’s position in relation to their respondents/ subjects. While I was also Romanian, 

and I was in an environment familiar to myself most of the time, class/ economical factors were 

placing me still in an outsider’s position for most of the time. I have interviewed and studied 

people belonging to vulnerable groups, in the hopes of giving their struggles a voice. Thus, 

with an outsider’s point of view, I cannot make proper justice to the subject, but I can do my 

best to shine a light on the situation in Romania, through my observations and interviews taken 

in Bucharest. 

I have found that HIV is not a primary issue when one does not have a roof over their head 

or no idea of what the next meal will be. Daily struggles continue with searching for money, 

highs and lows from the different drugs taken, dealing with other health problems which can 

occur, forming and maintaining a support network, keeping away from authorities, as well as 

maintaining one’s own dignity in spite of everything else.  

As Nguyen, Bajos, Dubois-Arber, O’Malley and Pirkle emphasise, clinging to the hope for 

a magic pill to transform HIV into a disease like any other “diminishes interest in the hard, 
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messy work required to enable social change and address the social inequalities and structural 

violence that drive this epidemic” (Nguyen et al. 2011, p.292). Many people living with HIV 

in Romania are not on a treatment scheme, either because of their living situations, either 

because of lack of available medicines at times and lack of a national program on the matter. 

Looking back, and after having learned what I did through the interviews taken, the 

fieldwork process could be improved by a restructuring of the interview questions, to be aimed 

at describing “a day in the life”. I believe more details could be observed that way, as possibly 

they might have been left out in the attempt to recall a whole lived life.  
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